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Foreword
by Kevin Ryan, Ph.D.
advocates see teaching students their five “competencies” of
self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision-making as the effective
replacement for schools’ former moral education and character
formation. Committed as they are to development of “the
whole child,” progressive educators are promoting these skills
as a secular replacement for what parents used to instill in children according to their faith, and to cultural and family beliefs
and values.
At its core, the skills of social-emotional learning aim to
shift the center of moral decision-making from traditional
wisdom and an awareness that we are children of God to the
newly enlightened self. Prodded by progressive activists and
courts, the schools have scrubbed all Judeo-Christian principles and values and replaced them with… what?
This vacuum, the self becomes the arbiter of what is right
and what is true. The question of “How should I respond given a decision that has consequences on others?” is based on the
self. A classic student question of whether to cheat on an exam
comes down to understanding social norms among one’s peers,
or what is in one’s personal self-interest. In the competitive
world where grades increasingly determine one’s future, this
is, indeed, thin gruel upon which to base an altruistic decision.
While the five competencies may be attractive and appealing to students, giving them a sense of their own moral authority, are they adequate? The existing social norms of a child or
teenager’s world are hardly a moral guide. So, too, with one’s
emotions, which are notoriously unstable in the young. SEL
teaches the young the flattering message that they themselves
are ready to guide their lives by inner feelings and to reject the
thought that they “have a lot to learn.”
College professors, themselves notorious for their moral
relativism, frequently complain that students can rarely identify
a bad person, having been taught a theory of “no-fault history.”
Professors complain students
have been taught a doctrine of
SEL teaches the young
extreme moral individualism,
the flattering message
of relativism and non-judgmentalism. When pressed to
that they themselves are
identify a “bad person,” they
ready to guide their lives
are at sea, falling back on
by inner feelings and to
cliched figures like Hitler or
Nazi perpetrators of the Holoreject the thought that
caust, or more recently traitors
they “have a lot to learn.”
and madmen who shoot up
schoolchildren. Morality that
was once seen as inherited and shared is now understood as
something that emerges in the privacy of one’s own heart.
Thus, American students are left afloat as individuals in a sea

The current popularity of social-emotional learning (SEL)
represents progressive education’s greatest victory in its
100-plus-year campaign to transform our public schools, and,
thus, the nature of America itself. Since it began, the mission
of progressive education has been to liberate American students from the “shackles of traditional wisdom.” John Dewey
and his legion of educationalists saw the elementary and secondary schools as the vehicle to form the New American, one
who would be liberated from the prejudices of family, church,
and tradition.
In the early 20th century, their ideological victories were
largely symbolic. They captured intellectually shallow schools
of education, but not the public schools themselves. Those
schools were rooted in their communities, reflecting local values and governed by local citizens. Post-World War II, the “in
loco parentis” tradition of school gave way to more and more
control, first by states and more recently by federal intervention. Input from parents on what was to be learned and how
schools were to be conducted gave way to ever larger educational commissions and more distant experts.
Instead of parents’ deciding on the ultimate question of
education, “What is most worth knowing?” for our children,
the new controllers of public education stepped in. Enter the
progressive educators. The term
“public” came to mean “secular.”
Into this barren
The long-held view of the public
educational landscape
schools—not only teaching the
core disciplines, but also helping
entered the pseudochildren develop a sense of right
scientific SEL and
and wrong and the good habits
its claim that socialto put morality into practice—
emotional learning can became the battleground. The
wisdom of the past, with its histofill the gap in the lives
ry of wars and bigotry, had to be
of America’s children.
ignored. Prohibited, too, was any
reference to God and organized
religion. The only source of moral
authority for the secular progressives was and is science and
“empirically verifiable knowledge.”
The problem with this plan is that science and the empirical
method do not lend themselves well to dealing with the questions of the moral life. The ultimate questions of life, which
were once a staple of an education, such as “What is a good
person?” “How should I live my life?” and “Is there a God?”
cannot be answered by the scientific method. Thus, these
questions and issues have been eradicated from our schools.
Into this barren educational landscape entered the pseudo-scientific SEL and its claim that social-emotional learning
can fill the gap in the lives of America’s children. SEL
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of moral relativism, each as his own essential moral unit.
At its heart, social-emotional learning reflects progressive
education’s romantic vision of the human person: that a child
comes into the world good and must be protected from the
corruption of his culture. On the other hand, throughout most
of human history, parents have realized that children come
into this world aware only of “the self,” trying with all their
energy to make their way. As a wise parent stated, “My essential job is to help my child escape the great suck-of-self.”
Children need to learn how to live with others, to learn the
rules of life. They need to be taught the habits of self-discipline
and consideration of others. Operationally, that means being
taught to be fully human—that is, an adult, a good person, a
good parent, a good citizen. Until recently, our public schools
were willing and essential partners with parents in this task.
SEL represents a dramatic departure from the traditional
role of schools to build upon and deepen the American home’s
ethical and moral training. The government-sponsored schools
of colonial America were brought into being for the express
purpose of providing children with the largely religion-based
morality they needed to save their souls and live together in
community. Our Founding
Fathers, well aware of frail
“Character,” coming
human nature, knew that
from a Greek word to
their noble experiment of
democratic
government
“engrave,” as to make
would founder without a
enduring marks on a
moral citizenry. Thomas
Jefferson, the third presi|stone or a human soul,
fit more comfortably in the dent of the U.S., was convinced establishing schools
new, secular environment
should be a priority for the
new nation. The primary
of public education.
drafter of the Declaration
of Independence urged the
wide establishment of schools “to raise men up to the high
moral responsibility required of a democracy.” He saw the role
of schooling as imbuing men with the knowledge and civic
virtue necessary for self-government.
Until recently, moral education has been a major priority in
American public education. Resting on a generic Judeo-Christian religion code, parents and educators had generally been
comfortable with the schools’ promoting and reinforcing this
morality. Teachers were expected to not only convey skills and
knowledge, but to be moral educators. They were expected to
be moral exemplars, clear about right and wrong, and upholding basic ethical standards. With the new secularism of recent
years, the word “moral” with its religious undertones has fallen
sharply out of fashion. Public-school teachers, still aware of
the need to shepherd students into moral maturity, dropped
the term “moral education” and replaced it with “character
education.”

The dictionary offers character as “the complex of mental
and ethical traits and markings often individualizing a person,
group or nation.” Another definition states that our character
is the sum total of our unique cluster of virtues and vices. Thus,
character education seemed to fit the school’s more secular
mandate, focusing as it does on the virtues that support life in
a democratic society and culture.
“Character,” coming from a Greek word to “engrave,”
as to make enduring marks on a stone or a human soul, fit
more comfortably in the new, secular environment of public
education. Nevertheless, the word and its education mandate
have old roots. In the sixth century B.C., Confucius is said to
have captured both the meaning and the process of character
formation or education in a short poem:
Sow a thought. Reap an action.
Sow an action. Reap a habit.
Sow a habit. Reap a character.
Sow a character. Reap a destiny.
Classically understood, character, then, is about habits,
our dispositions to act in certain ways and to affect our actual
behavior. To focus on character education is to actively teach
those habits or virtues that lead to a flourishing life and nurturing culture. It acknowledges not only good habits, such as
fairness and responsibility, but bad habits, such as selfishness
and dishonesty.
In recent years, however, even this religiously neutral
approach to education has been too much for many public-school educators. Fears of “imposing” one’s views and
values on students have neutered many public-school administrators and teachers. Having enforced the idea that schools be
“religion-free zones,” they have left moral teaching to parents
and an increasingly powerful media culture. Into our current
moral vacuum slithers the antithesis of moral and character
education, the vacuous social-emotional learning.
The recent success of progressive educators to replace
moral and character education with social-emotional education may, indeed, turn out to be a Pyrrhic victory. While
Americans’ religious affiliation has weakened in recent years,
religion is still a strong element in our national life. Not long
ago, a former president ruefully acknowledged this fact with
a much-criticized comment about some Americans bitterly
clinging to their “guns and religion.” Nevertheless, to turn our
schools into instruments that separate children from their parents’ religion and replace it with atheist, self-focused morality,
raises questions about the future of public education itself.
As cited above, our country pioneered in establishing government-sponsored schools supported by the taxes of citizens.
The idea of the secular state’s adding the education of the
young to its normal portfolio of national defense, protection
of borders, and regulating commerce has been largely accepted
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by our citizens. But historically, the concept of a government
educating its citizens in morality has raised serious philosophical questions. Specifically, is there a fundamental difference
between the state’s supplying the financial and material needs
of schools and actually specifying and delivering a program of
study? Is it wise for state authorities to decide what a child does
and does not come to know about the world?
In his 1859 essay On Liberty, John Stuart Mill, the great
apostle of liberty, maintained that education was simply too
important to be left to the government. Further, he sharply
questioned the reach and extent of the state’s involvement.
Mill wrote:
The objections which are urged with reason against State
education, do not apply to the enforcement of education
by the State, but to the State’s taking upon itself to direct
that education, which is a
totally different thing. That the
In his 1859 essay
whole or any large part of the
On Liberty, John Stuart
education of the people should
Mill, the great apostle of be in State hands, I go as far as
anyone in deprecating.
liberty, maintained that
Specifically, as is the cureducation was simply
rent trend in American public
schools, for the state to be
too important to be left
answering the question “What
to the government.
is most worth knowing?” particularly in the moral domain,
is a hazard. It is a hazard to the state’s school system and a
hazard to the loyalty of its citizens.
An educational system that answers a child’s question of
“Why be good?” with little more than enlightened self-interest
imperils the child, the educational system, and the sponsoring
state itself.

been defined as “the process by which children and adults
acquire and effectively apply the knowledge, attitudes, and
skills necessary to understand and manage emotions, set
and achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive relationships, and make
responsible decisions.” In a nutshell, SEL posits that education
should focus less on academic content knowledge and more on
students’ attitudes, mindsets, values, and behaviors.
This paper analyzes the history, current practice, and
dangers associated with SEL. With roots in American progressive education and particularly in the movements for
Outcome-Based Education and Self-Esteem, SEL is now
pushed onto state and local education systems by the federal
government and even international governmental entities.
Other progressive-education forces, including the purveyors
of widely used preschool standards, are equally enthusiastic.
And SEL is interwoven into education movements such as
the Common Core State Standards and Competency-Based
Education.
SEL proponents present their product uncritically as the
transformational tool that will propel students into greater
academic achievement and personal fulfillment. But as this
paper shows, and as admitted by numerous experts in SEL
and related fields, the evidence for these claims is thin—and
the risks to students’
privacy, health, and
The paper analyzes the
even their very futures
scientific research support
are significant.
The paper analyzes
for SEL claims and finds it
the scientific research
much less persuasive than
support for SEL claims
and finds it much less
advertised. The paper further
persuasive than adveraddresses the numerous
tised. The paper further
problems in assessing
addresses the numerous problems in assessSEL—problems that are
ing SEL—problems
acknowledged even by the
that are acknowledged
experts and most dedicated
even by the experts and
most dedicated propoproponents of the movement.
nents of the movement.
It turns out there’s
no reliable, objective way to measure a student’s personality,
values, and mindsets. These experts cannot even agree on a
uniform definition of SEL.
The paper then explores the use of technology as a means
of overcoming these problems. With the backing of the federal government, the education-technology industry is creating
sophisticated software that supposedly can determine the
most sensitive personality traits of students via their interaction with digital platforms. But this software—and especially
software for video gaming—can go beyond assessing traits
and in fact reshape the child to fit the desired mold.

Executive Summary
“I feel like the school’s teaching what I should be teaching—values,
attitudes, mindsets—and I’m teaching what the school should be
teaching—math.”
– Connecticut mother of five public-school children
Fads are ubiquitous in American public education. Especially since the increased federalization and bureaucratization of
the public schools, parents and educators have been bombarded with claims that this or that new method of teaching will
“transform” student learning. Often, the new highly touted
technique is merely a repackaging of an old—and failed—
highly touted technique. But some fads can be so widely
embraced, globally as well as nationally, and so turbo-charged
by technology that they threaten to linger and inflict harm
long after their expected expiration date.
This is true of social-emotional learning (SEL). SEL has
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Finally, the paper discusses the fundamental philosophical
and ethical objections to having the government, through the
public schools, delve into this realm at all. By what right does
the government establish approved mindsets to be inculcated
in children? By what right does it deputize minimally trained
personnel to measure children’s adoption of those mindsets
and memorialize their “progress” in an eternal, loosely secured
data system? By what right does it employ such amateur mental assessments to set children on the road to over-diagnosis
and perhaps over-medication with potentially harmful psychotropic drugs?
By what right does the government wield these techniques
not to genuinely educate children to fulfill their dreams, but
to mold them into the kind of human beings it deems more
useful to the workforce or service to the state?
And by what right does
it
do
any of this without
Finally, the paper
notifying or obtaining
discusses the fundamental consent from the children’s
parents?
philosophical and ethical
The SEL movement
objections to having the
implicates all of these quesgovernment, through the
tions. SEL goes well beyond
encouraging students do
public schools, delve into
their best and believe in
this realm at all.
themselves; instead, it constructs a government- and
corporate-controlled edifice to measure, assess, and draw predictions from students’ most fundamental private and personal characteristics. This paper explains what’s really going on
and why parents—and all citizens—should be concerned.
We recommend that the taxpayer-funded expansion of
social emotional learning research, assessment, standards,
and programs be stopped. These efforts will never be helpful
to children, families, and society in the long run. Instead, we
support:

report card”) paint a gloomy picture of students’ accomplishments in reading and mathematics (especially since the implementation of the Common Core State Standards Initiative
(CCSSI)), education decision-makers look toward probing
students’ psyches rather than instilling academic knowledge.
Perhaps they really do think such social-emotional exploration
will increase students’ academic achievement; perhaps they
merely want to divert attention from poor results on NAEP
and other assessments; or perhaps they have something more
troubling in mind with respect to shaping children’s dispositions and opinions.
Whatever the reasons; parents, teachers, and local schools
are bombarded with messages about the critical necessity for the
school to provide social-emotional learning. According to the
Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning
(CASEL), which reigns as the godfather of SEL in pre-K-12
education, SEL is “the process by which children and adults
acquire and effectively apply the knowledge, attitudes, and
skills necessary to understand and manage emotions, set and
achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive relationships, and make responsible
decisions.”1 The social-emotional traits to be inculcated include
self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship
skills, and responsible decision-making.2
The marketing sounds good. What parents wouldn’t want
their children to be able to manage emotions, feel empathy for
others, and make responsible decisions? Parents instill these
traits at home, and civil institutions such as church, Scouts,
and sports reinforce the lessons. And of course, good teachers
have also been doing so from time immemorial, simply as part
of operating in a school community.
So what is different about the new SEL push? For one
thing, it transfers the locus of instruction from family, civil,
and religious institutions to the school (effectively, to government). It also formalizes and expands what teachers do
naturally as part of running a classroom, perhaps with its own

1. Policies promoting two-parent family formation instead
of continued subsidy of family destruction—thousands of
years of experience, a myriad of social-science research,
and common sense show that this is the best way both to
promote social-emotional health and to maintain liberty;
2. Focusing on genuine academic achievement via standards,
assessments, and curriculum that are locally derived
and controlled instead of the faddish pop psychology
and diluted academic content imposed by federal, state,
foundation, and corporate interests.

The hottest topic in American public education
is social-emotional learning (SEL). As student
scores on the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP, or the “nation’s
report card”) paint a gloomy picture of students’
accomplishments in reading and mathematics
(especially since the implementation of the
Common Core State Standards Initiative
(CCSSI)), education decision-makers look toward
probing students’ psyches rather than instilling
academic knowledge.

Discussion
The hottest topic in American public education is social-emotional learning (SEL). As student scores on the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP, or the “nation’s
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standards and curricula—either stand-alone or embedded in
academic materials. It includes assessment of how well students perform pursuant to these standards and curricula. Is
David sufficiently “empathetic”? Does Jennifer exhibit sufficient “leadership skills”?
SEL doesn’t assume the presence of licensed counselors
or other trained clinicians for its implementation. Rather,
as illustrated by this CASEL report3 on recommended SEL
programs, standard procedure is to offer some sort of training
to teachers and perhaps designated administrators and have
them teach the material and evaluate the results (as discussed
in detail throughout this paper, this means to assess whether students’ personality or character traits are developing as
desired).
Because the data from these assessments may be included
in the statewide longitudinal data system, to endure forever
and perhaps to shape the child’s future path, there is much
justifiable concern about the source and subjectivity of SEL
standards and the qualifications of the implementing personnel. Carried to its logical conclusion, SEL can replace parental
influence with the ultimate nanny state.
But concerns aside, enormous sums are being poured into
SEL in public schools. One 2017 study by a pro-SEL organization estimated that K–12 public-school systems spend
approximately $640 million each year on specific programming and practices designed to instill SEL. Teachers also
reported that they spend about eight percent of their time on
SEL, which would translate into another $30 billion annual
investment.4 Any movement that is claiming such a substantial share of resources should be examined to see what, if anything, it’s accomplishing, and what problems it may create for
children and their families.

as used in totalitarian societies, he lauded “…the marvelous
developments of progressive educational ideas and practices”
and “the required collective and cooperative mentality.” He
was convinced that “the great task of the school is to counteract
and transform those domestic and neighborhood tendencies…
the influence of the home and Church.”6
Dewey sought to introduce similar techniques into American education.7 His theory of continually subjecting students
to group work as a means of “socializing” them is “central to
modern education’s call for group work, collaboration, group
consensus, and problem-based learning.”8
These attributes are also highly prized by entities that see
education primarily as a means of workforce preparation.
Trade associations such as the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
and the Business Roundtable (BRT),9 think tanks such as the
National Center for Education and the Economy (NCEE),
and large corporations label these attributes “21st century
skills” or “character traits,” but they may do little more than
equip students with the “group think” or “team player” mentality to be compliant employees. Former NCEE president
Marc Tucker laid the foundation for molding American education into workforce training back in 1992 in his now infamous “Dear Hillary” letter sent right after Arkansas Governor
Bill Clinton was elected president. Tucker wrote that the goal
of the education system should be to “… create a seamless web
of opportunities, to develop one’s skills that literally extends
from cradle to grave and is the same system for everyone—
young and old, poor and rich, worker and full-time student.”10
SEL has been a formal part of Tucker’s ideal system since
1994, when President Clinton signed the Goals 2000 Educate
America Act,11 which will be discussed at pp. 9–10.
Yale University played a major role in the modern history
of SEL. In the late 1960s, Dr. James Comer of Yale School of
Medicine’s Child Study Center developed a program called
the Comer School
Development Program
Former NCEE president Marc
to try to improve acaTucker laid the foundation for
demic
achievement
at two low-income
molding American education
schools in New Havinto workforce training back
en. Comer’s theory
in 1992 in his now infamous
was that “the contrast
between a child’s expe“Dear Hillary” letter sent right
riences at home and
after Arkansas Governor Bill
those in school deeply
affects the child’s psyClinton was elected president.
chosocial development
and that this in turn
shapes academic achievement.”12 If the school could concentrate on that psychosocial development, it could increase the
child’s chances of success.
Comer claimed improved achievement and diminished

Where Did SEL Come From?
SEL is deeply rooted in the history of American progressive
education. Early-20th-century progressive educators such as
Edward Thorndike of Columbia University Teachers College advocated linking education with psychology. ThornSEL is deeply
dike equated “learning” with
“training,” and believed in the
rooted in the
approach of “learning by condihistory of American
tioning.”5 Children, like Pavlov’s
progressive education. dogs, could be conditioned to
exhibit the desired behaviors by
a system of positive or negative
consequences linked to particular actions.
John Dewey, the dean of American progressive education,
was equally enthusiastic about manipulating the psychological aspects of learning as a means of manipulating the child.
Impressed by the educational potential of “social behaviorism”
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behavioral problems in these New Haven schools, although
critics note that he dropped one of the schools altogether and
replaced it with another and took seven years to record any
substantial improvement.13 (Thirty years later, Comer himself
admitted that only about a third of the 650 schools implementing his program had been able to “sustain the reforms.”14)
Other researchers also studied the program’s implementation
in various cities and found little benefit to either academic
achievement or juvenile-justice interactions.15 Nevertheless,
the Comer approach has been embraced as the foundation of
much of the current push for SEL.16
Yale produced other key figures in the SEL movement. In
the late 1980s, Psychology Professor Roger Weissberg worked
with Timothy Shriver (a former teacher and nephew of the
famous Kennedy politicians) to create the K–12 New Haven
Social Development Program. That program aimed to help
students “develop positive self-concepts” and hone skills in
“self-monitoring” and “values such as personal responsibility
and respect for self and others.”17
Weissberg also co-chaired the W.T. Grant Consortium on
the School-Based Promotion of Social Competence, an organization of “youth-development
experts” created to establish
These early awakenings SEL in schools. Drawing on
of SEL coincided with,
the work of various education
and child-development proand were related
fessionals, this Consortium
to, the development
identified the following emotional skills as necessary for
of Outcome-Based
“emotional competence”: “idenEducation (OBE)
tifying and labeling feelings,
expressing feelings, assessing
the intensity of feelings, managing feelings, delaying gratification, controlling impulses, and reducing stress.”18 These skills,
the Consortium advocated, should be formally taught in K–12
schools.
These early awakenings of SEL coincided with, and were
related to, the development of Outcome-Based Education
(OBE):
Although OBE meant different things to different people, the central idea was that the school system (i.e., the
government) should establish centrally determined “outcomes” that the students should meet before progressing
to the next level [the modern term for “outcomes” is “competencies”]. The OBE movement to some extent grew out
of Benjamin Bloom’s “mastery learning” concept, which
posited that “given sufficient time (and appropriate help),
95 percent of students can learn a subject up to high levels
of mastery.” OBE champion William Spady took this a
step further: “All students can learn and succeed, but not
on the same day and in the same way.”19

It should be apparent that even the best teacher, under
ideal circumstances, cannot get 95 (or 100) percent of his or
her students “up to high levels of mastery” in any academic
subject. Though a large percentage might achieve a “floor level” set by the education administration, natural differences in
students’ intelligence and aptitude will interfere with achieving truly high levels of mastery. Obviously, OBE proponents
were referring to something other than academic subjects—to
non-cognitive aspects of performance, which most or all students could be trained to demonstrate.
In practice, OBE developed into what Spady called
“transformational OBE” designed to prepare students for
“life performance roles.” Such roles require not academic-content knowledge, but “complex applications of many kinds of
knowledge and all kinds of competence as people confront the
challenges surrounding them in their social systems.”20 This
was essentially social engineering—developing the types of
people that government determined were helpful to society.
Indeed, in 1981 Benjamin Bloom himself argued that the
purpose of education is to “change the thoughts, feelings and
actions of students.”21 Early progressive educators would have
approved; Thorndike argued decades earlier that the “aim of
the teacher is to produce desirable and prevent undesirable
changes in human beings by producing and preventing certain
responses.”22
As OBE splintered under parental backlash in the 1990s,23
SEL proponents salvaged the key ideas and continued to
advance. The 1990s saw a blossoming of SEL activity. CASEL
(originally the Collaborative to Advance Social and Emotional Learning) was established in 1994 and immediately began
hosting conferences and sponsoring research. CASEL collaborators also produced the influential Promoting Social and
Emotional Learning: Guidelines for Educators.24
[The current board chairman of CASEL is Timothy
Shriver, and Roger Weissberg serves both on the board25 and
as “Chief Knowledge Officer.”26 Another noteworthy board
member is Dr. Linda Darling-Hammond, professor emerita at
the Stanford Graduate School of Education. Darling-Hammond was an Obama education adviser and transition team
leader who is well known in progressive-education circles for
her advocacy of “educational equity,”27 and co-author of the
federally funded Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium
to test the Common Core standards.28]
The push for a greater focus on “emotional skills” in school
received a boost from the 1995 publication of Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter More Than IQ.29 Written by journalist Daniel Goleman, Emotional Intelligence triggered a wave
of similar books and articles designed to elevate emotional
skills over traditionally understood intelligence as a predictor
of future achievement. Numerous psychologists and psychiatrists disputed Goleman’s conclusions and even the existence
of the concept of “emotional intelligence” itself (one critical
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psychologist was blunt: “Let me say it again: THERE IS NO
SUCH THING AS EQ. Scientifically, it’s a fraudulent concept, a fad, a convenient band-wagon, a corporate marketing
scheme”30), but CASEL and other SEL advocates embraced
the book as justification for increased implementation of SEL
in schools.
SEL also overlaps with the Self-Esteem movement that
flourished in the 1980s. Conceived in California, the Self-Esteem theory spread throughout the country with “research”
demonstrating its effectiveness for improving students’ academic achievement and other life outcomes. Proponents
argued that societal problems such as crime and addiction
could be lessened by teaching children to think well of themselves. Leaders such as then-Governor Bill Clinton, First
Lady Barbara Bush, and General Colin Powell endorsed the
concept. But much of the positive research was later shown to
be bogus or at least compromised by political considerations,31
the promised transformation of education and society never
materialized, comedians began to take potshots,32 and the
movement faded.
Nowhere more than in education, however, do bad ideas
take hold and refuse to die. In 2016 a prominent SEL proponent called the Aspen
Institute
perpetuated
(one critical psychologist
this particular bad idea
by creating the National
was blunt: “Let me say it
Commission on Social,
again: THERE IS NO SUCH
Emotional and Academic
THING AS EQ. Scientifically, Development (the “Commission”).33 The goal of
it’s a fraudulent concept, a
the Commission is “to
fad, a convenient bandaccelerate the transfer of
research about social and
wagon, a corporate
emotional skill-building—
marketing scheme”30
which includes developing
the interpersonal skills
that organizers say contribute to success in school, college and
work—into teaching practices across the nation.”34
Linda Darling-Hammond, who serves on the CASEL
board, co-chairs the Aspen Commission.35 Proving the
bi-partisan allure of SEL, another co-chairman is John
Engler, former Republican governor of Michigan and past
president of the pro-SEL Business Roundtable. The Commission also comprises an assortment of military, business, and
philanthropic leaders including Tim Shriver.36 The Commission recently published its final report,37 the recommendations
of which will be analyzed throughout this paper. As will be
explained at pp. 10–14, numerous other private foundations
have joined the advocacy for SEL.
The message disseminated by these players is that
SEL is a promising concept that hasn’t been seriously
attempted in schools. But the SEL elements pushed by the

purveyors—self-confidence, self-efficacy, self-motivation,
etc.—are in large part merely a repackaging of the Self-Esteem and transformational-OBE movements. The difference
is that the concepts now have more support in the federal
legal structure, and they can be implemented with much more
sophisticated tools. To these issues we now turn.

Statutory and Other Incentives
to Implement SEL
Goals 2000
The first foothold SEL gained in federal law came through the
Goals 2000: Educate America Act,38 signed by President Bill
Clinton in 1994 (not coincidentally the same year CASEL
came into existence). An early foray into standards-based education reform, Goals 2000 was largely based on OBE. States
were required to adopt the statute’s National Education Goals
to receive federal funding through the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), reauthorized also in 1994 as
the Improving America’s Schools Act.39 This ESEA reauthorization also marked the first time the federal government
required statewide standards and tests, which opened the door
to more federalized control of education in No Child Left
Behind (NCLB), Race to the Top (RttT)/Common Core, and
the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). As will be explained
on pp. 10–14 , SEL was a prominent part of all of these statutory reauthorizations and initiatives.
Goals 2000 contained eight goals. The two most relevant
to this discussion are inextricably linked. Goal 1 concerns preschool: “By the year 2000, all children in America will start
school ready to learn.” While many would assume this goal
relates to children being
“ready to learn” academic
The first foothold SEL gained
preschool subjects such as
letters, numbers, colors,
in federal law came through
and shapes, that wasn’t
the Goals 2000: Educate
the intent of progressive-education officials.
America Act,38 signed by
They wanted young chilPresident Bill Clinton in 1994
dren to be ready to learn
government–instil led
attitudes, values, and beliefs—as covered in Goal 8: “By the
year 2000, every school will promote partnerships that will
increase parental involvement and participation in promoting
the social, emotional, and academic growth of children.” Note
that academic growth is the last item on the priority list.
Even though parental involvement is mentioned, many
parents questioned whether the schools, and the federal government, should be setting norms for or mandating anything
related to the emotions and beliefs of their children. Nor did
these parents consider themselves mere “partners,” subservient
to government entities in this realm. Parents and pro-family
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organizations have long argued that based on unalienable
rights and thousands of years of history, as well as legal precedent,40 they have the right to direct their children’s education
and care, and especially the formation of their children’s attitudes, values, and beliefs. But as shown by Goals 2000, the
progressive-education establishment is headed in the opposite
direction.

the elementary school level, giving attention to… identifying
the emotional and psychosocial needs of such students.”45

Head Start Standards and NAEYC Practices
Another early—and still enormously influential—vehicle for
imposing SEL in schools is the federal Head Start program,
which operates out of the
Department of Health and
Another early—and still
Human Services (HHS).
Despite substantial evienormously influential—
dence of general ineffecvehicle for imposing SEL
tiveness,46 Head Start routinely enjoys increased
in schools is the federal
annual funding from ConHead Start program,
gress (the most recent reauwhich operates out of the
thorization of the Head
Start Act occurred in
Department of Health and
200747). The standards48
Human Services (HHS).
that are required in 11 places49 under the Head Start
Act must include SEL.50
It’s important to note that the Head Start Act conflicts
with other federal law that prohibits federal direction or control over school curriculum. The General Education Provisions
Act (GEPA)51 forbids:
…any department, agency, officer or employee of the
United States to exercise any direction, supervision, or
control over the curriculum, program of instruction,
administration, or personnel of any educational institution, school, or school system…

No Child Left Behind
Although some parts of Goals 2000 were repealed in the 2002
reauthorization of ESEA—called No Child Left Behind
(NCLB)—the eight National Education Goals remain in federal statute. NCLB specifically continued the preschool and
SEL goals 1 and 8 via the Foundations for Learning Grants
in a statutory section titled “Promotion of school readiness
through early childhood emotional and social development.”41
Young children were eligible for these mental-health grants
administered by local education agencies, non-profits, etc.,
based on highly subjective criteria, such as if the student “is at
risk of being …removed” from child care, Head Start, or preschool for behavioral reasons, or if the child had been “exposed
to violence” or “exposed to parental depression or other mental
illness.”
Such vagueness is typical of SEL programs, because even
experts and proponents admit the lack of agreement and subjectivity in SEL standards and assessments, especially for
young children. For example, a major paper on infant and
early-childhood mental health by the National Center for
Infant and Early Childhood Health Policy published in 2005
concluded that “broad parameters for determining socioemotional outcomes [in young children] are not clearly defined.”42
This problem will be discussed further at pp. 20–21.
In addition to the Foundations for Learning Grants,
NCLB promoted SEL in other ways. Grants for physical-education programs were encouraged to promote “Instruction
in a variety of motor skills and
physical activities designed to
Such vagueness is
enhance the physical, mental,
typical of SEL programs, and social or emotional development of every student.”43
because even experts
Mentoring programs funded
and proponents admit
in NCLB were required to
provide “an assurance that the
the lack of agreement
mentoring program will proand subjectivity in
vide children with a variety
SEL standards and
of experiences and support,
including—(i) emotional supassessments, especially
port.”44 Demonstration projects
for young children.
funded by programs for gifted
and Native American students
were encouraged to include “the identification of the special
needs of gifted and talented Indian students, particularly at

But even though HHS would certainly fall within the “any
department” language, HHS through the Head Start Act
includes no fewer than eight mandates concerning curriculum.
For example, the Act requires “alignment of curricula used in
Head Start programs and continuity of services with the Head
Start Child Outcomes Framework.” 52
The Head Start Act itself prohibits HHS involvement with
curriculum:
(a) Limitation - Nothing in this subchapter shall be
construed to authorize or permit the Secretary or any
employee or contractor of the Department of Health
and Human Services to mandate, direct, or control, the
selection of a curriculum, a program of instruction, or
instructional materials, for a Head Start program.
(b) Special Rule - Nothing in this subchapter shall be
construed to authorize a Head Start program or a local
educational agency to require the other to select or implement a specific curriculum or program of instruction.53
But despite this unambiguous prohibition, Head Start
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contains explicit curriculum mandates that have become the
yardstick by which Head Start programs nationwide are evaluated. These mandates in turn dictate much of what happens
in state early-childhood education programs in the U.S.
The Head Start standards require54 that curricula in all
programs “be aligned with the Head Start Early Learning
Outcomes Framework: Ages Birth to Five” (the “Framework”).55 That Framework is heavily oriented toward SEL. For
example, the Framework suggests that by the age of two or
three, children should be evaluated on expressing “empathy”
toward other children, on social interactions with adults and
with other children, and on awareness of emotions and ability
to self-calm when upset.56
Other examples of controversial, subjective, and perhaps
unnecessary social-emotional standards include these from
various iterations of the Framework:
 2003 - “Progresses in understanding similarities and
respecting differences among people, such as genders, race,
special needs, culture, language, and family structures.” 57
 2010 - “Understands that people can take care of the
environment through activities, such as recycling.” 58
 2010 - “Recognizes a variety of jobs and the work associated
with them.” 59
 2015 - “Shows ability to shift focus in order to attend to
something else, participate in a new activity or try a new
approach to solving a problem.” 60
 2015 - “Identifies some physical characteristics of self, such
as hair color, age, gender, or size.” 61

Related to SEL, NAEYC emphasizes molding children’s
mindsets with respect to “diversity.” The Practices, adopted in
2009, deal with bias by warning, “For example, even a child in
a loving, supportive family within a strong, healthy community is affected by the biases of the larger society, such as racism
or sexism, and may show some effects of its negative stereotyping and discrimination.”63 Examples from other publications
or drafts by NAEYC shows that its position on this issue has
remained consistent both before and since the adoption of the
Practices document:
 1989 – “[Definition of] Whites: All the different national
groups of European origin who as a group are disproportionately represented in the control of the economic, political, and cultural institutions of the United States.”64
 2010 – “[Definition of] Whites: A socially created ‘racial’
group who historically and currently receive the benefits of
racism in the United States. The category includes all the
different ethnic groups of European origin, regardless of
differences in their histories, ethnicities, or cultures.”65
 2018 Draft – “Deeply embedded biases maintain systems of
privilege that grant greater access and power to people who
are white, male, hetero, English speaking, thin, and/or
middle-to-upper income.”66
Both the Head Start Framework and NAEYC’s politicized Practices affect more than just Head Start programs.
State pre-K standards are frequently aligned to the Head Start
standards and Framework and to the Practices. According to
CASEL, “approximately 48% of states consulted the Head
Start Framework when developing their standards, and 60%
of states relied on the NAEYC Developmentally Appropriate
Practices… .”67
Even private pre-K programs are frequently affected, especially in states that have a Quality Rating and Improvement
System (QRIS). These rating systems usually require
The ELC grants
childcare programs, includwere funded through the
ing private and religious programs if they want to remain
American Recovery and
competitive in a market with
Reinvestment Act (the
low profit margins, to teach
“Stimulus” bill), and were
and assess the state early-learning standards with
used to encourage (bribe)
their subjective and often
adoption of SEL standards
controversial benchmarks.68
The federal Child Care and
in many of the states’
Development Block Grant,
preschools.73
last reauthorized in 2014,69
also strongly encourages states and programs receiving federal funding to have a
QRIS,70 as well as to comply with Head Start71 and its SEL
mandates.

Some of these standards are manifestly unnecessary; do
young children really need to be taught what hair color they
have? Do preschoolers really need to know about different
occupations? Others, such as the 2015 standard about “ability
to shift focus” or “try
Some of these standards are a new approach,” call
for highly subjective
manifestly unnecessary; do
assessment.
Viewed
in
this
light,
many
of
young children really need
these standards seem
to be taught what hair color
to be directed more
they have? Do preschoolers
toward shaping a child’s
personality and worldreally need to know about
view—perhaps with an
different occupations?
eye toward workforce
development and future
political activity—than toward preparing him or her for the
academic requirements of school.
The Head Start standards embody the same philosophy
as the influential Developmentally Appropriate Practices (the
“Practices”) of the National Association for the Education
of Young Children (NAEYC).62 Like Head Start, NAEYC
pushes SEL for preschool and early-elementary children.
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Having both a QRIS and state early-learning standards,
all domains of school readiness (language and literacy,
all of which have an SEL component, was also a required elemathematics, social studies, science, socio-emotional,
ment of the Race to the Top Early Learning Challenge (ELC)
physical well-being, and approaches to learning).”
grant program under the Obama administration.72 The ELC
grants were funded through the American Recovery and ReinThrough the influence of Head Start and NAEYC, then,
vestment Act (the “Stimulus” bill), and were used to encourSEL is a primary component of most early-childhood proage (bribe) adoption of SEL standards in many of the states’
grams in the U.S.
preschools.73 The ELC program was jointly administered by
The Common Core Standards and SEL
the U.S. Department of Education (USED) and HHS. The
involvement of HHS and the Head Start administrator, as well
The most recent federally driven experiment in public educaas frequent references to Head Start in the governing documents
tion is the Common Core State Standards Initiative, which
of the grant program, indicated to
produced K–12 standards that were
applicant states that the Head Start
released in 2010 and adopted by
Despite promises by proponents79 that
template for standards and curricula
most states in an effort to qualify
would be favored.
Common Core would be “academic”
for federal Race to the Top fundMinnesota is one example of
ing.78 Despite promises by propoand “rigorous,” documentation from
a winning state that touted its
nents79 that Common Core would
USED and many national stakeholder
requirement of the state standards
be “academic” and “rigorous,”
as the basis of the QRIS.74 The
groups, including CASEL, demonstrates documentation from USED and
North Star State’s pre-K SEL
many national stakeholder groups,
that a number of the standards would
standards75 in use at the time conincluding CASEL, demonstrates
tained many that tracked, entirely
be used not for academic advancement that a number of the standards
or substantially, the 2010 version
would be used not for academic
but for psychological training of
of the Head Start standards.76 For
advancement but for psychological
example:
children starting at a young age.
training of children starting at a
 H.S.
– “Demonstrates flexyoung age. Among many examibility, imagination, and inples are the following two, one
ventiveness in approaching tasks and activities”; MN
from CASEL and one from the National Association of State
- “Approach tasks and experiences with flexibility, imagBoards of Education:
 “National model standards often contain elements of social
ination, and inventiveness.”
 H.S. – “Recognizes a variety of jobs and the work assoand emotional learning. For example, 42 states and two
ciated with them”;
territories are in the process of adopting the Common Core
MN – “Talk about the jobs people do in the community.”
Standards in Math and English Language Arts, which
 H.S. – “Expresses empathy and sympathy to peers”;
contain standards on communication (especially speaking
MN – “Provide opportunities for children to understand and
and listening), cooperation skills, and problem solving.”80
 “Various elements of SEL can be found in nearly every
discuss their feelings and those of others [i.e., show empathy].”
state’s K–12 standards framework and in the Common Core
(Note the inevitable subjectivity of assessing children on
State Standards for the English Language Arts.”81
such nebulous traits.)
A significant number of Common Core standards contain
the type of SEL elements referenced in these quotes.82 The
following example comes from the English Language Arts
(ELA) standards in writing for second-grade students:
Write narratives, in which they recount a well-elaborated event or short sequence of events, include details to
describe actions, thoughts, and feelings, use temporal
words to signal event order, and provide a sense of closure.83

Minnesota and other ELC grant winners directly emphasized SEL in their applications:77
 “The state’s [Minnesota’s] existing birth-to-five child
development standards will be aligned with K–12
standards, which will be expanded to include non-academic
developmental domains for children ages five to 12. An
evaluation and review cycle to ensure the standards remain
research-based and aligned to K–12 [sic].”
 “California will offer additional provider training in
assessing social-emotional learning and ensure greater
access to developmental and behavioral screenings.”
 “Partnering with Maryland, Ohio plans to expand its already
well-developed kindergarten entry assessment to include

This standard expects second-graders to understand their
own thoughts and feelings as well as those of others around
them and to understand and demonstrate the sophisticated
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psychological concept of “closure”—while they are still
learning to read. Nancy Orme of the Anchorage School District cited this standard as corresponding to socioemotional
learning standards for “Self-Awareness” that require students
to “demonstrate awareness of their emotions”; “recognize
and label emotions/feelings”; and “describe their emotions
and feelings and the situations that cause them (triggers).”84
Apparently second-graders are expected to demonstrate
social-emotional skills that elude many adults.
A federal report85 on certain aspects of SEL, discussed
in more detail at pp. 16, 23, also demonstrated that SEL and
Common Core are closely and intentionally intertwined:
In national policy, there is increasing attention on
21st-century competencies (which encompass a range of
noncognitive [sic] factors, including grit), and persistence
is now part of the Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics.86



to advocate solutions to social problems that they care deeply
about [assuming that six-year-olds “care deeply” about social
issues]. They are involved in learning the following theme
related social knowledge and skills: social role models, social
advocacy, and respect for each other” (emphasis added).91
“Tell students when they write a call to action, they should
include emotional words to get readers to feel so strongly
about a problem that they want to do what is being asked of
them” (emphasis added).92

This curriculum goes far beyond helping first-graders get
along with their peers and delves into political manipulation.
It’s never too early, apparently, to use SEL to create little community organizers.
An Education Week article93 discussed how SEL is being
infused into academic subjects to motivate students toward
political action. Given that this article was published in 2017,
presumably these lessons are aligned to the Common Core
standards for use in most public-school classrooms. SEL proponents enthuse that “[a] reading or math lesson can teach
students to see their personal challenges as part of a wider
struggle, where people work together to bring about change,
what these teachers call social justice.”94
A noteworthy example is an online math course used in
high school:
It’s that sense of control that math teacher Kelly Boles
wants to impart to her students in her statistics class at
Betsy Layne High School in rural, eastern Kentucky.
Boles also co-leads a Teach For America-sponsored online
course on the edX platform called “Teaching Social Justice Through Secondary MathematThis curriculum goes
ics.” 95 She teaches
students to respond
far beyond helping
rationally to data
first-graders get along with
that
provokes
their peers and delves into
strong
emotions,
without
immedipolitical manipulation. It’s
ately
responding
never too early, apparently,
with
arguments.
She does so by
to use SEL to create
having them focus
little community organizers.
on the wider implications of data. It's
making math relevant, but the ultimate goal is to get
kids to start asking certain questions of the data that
ultimately could lead to civic action.96

The Common Core math anchor standard referenced in
this quote requires K–12 students to “make sense of problems
and persevere in solving them.”87 One educator described this
standard, based on CASEL
criteria, as a psychosocial skill
A federal report85 on
for “Responsible Decision
certain aspects of SEL,
Making” that “includes problem identification and probdiscussed in more
lem solving; evaluation and
detail at pp. 16, 23, also reflection; personal, social,
and ethical responsibilidemonstrated that SEL
ty.”88 There are also numerous
and Common Core are
examples of developmentally
closely and intentionally inappropriate Common Core
standards for math that actuintertwined
ally create emotional stress
instead of improving the social
emotional health of children, but that’s a topic for another
paper.89
The final Aspen Commission report also admits the connection of SEL to Common Core, highlighting the Mindset
Scholars Network that seeks to build “insights from motivational research into instructional materials aligned with college- and career-ready standards [i.e., Common Core].”90

Common Core-Aligned and Other SEL Curricula
Because SEL is so prevalent in the Common Core standards,
it is similarly infused into Common Core-aligned curricula.
Many such curricula emphasize not just the SEL of identifying and controlling one’s own emotions, but the more political SEL of learning how to manipulate others’ emotions to
achieve a goal. One example is the first-grade English Language Arts curriculum, Voices, approved for use with the Common Core in Utah:
 “In the Voices Democracy theme, students use their voices

Frederick Hess and Grant Addison of the American
Enterprise Institute similarly confirmed that the teaching of
Common Core English and math lessons has taken a hard-left
turn into social justice and identity politics:
The Standards Institute, hosted twice annually by New
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York–based UnboundEd, provides “standards-aligned”
training in English-language arts, mathematics, and
leadership. What differentiates UnboundEd is how it
slathers its Common Core workshops with race-based
rancor and junk science—and the snapshot it provides
into the ongoing transformation of “school reform.”97
Hess and Addison vindicate parents in their concern about
the indoctrinating nature of Common Core and, by association, SEL:
Ironically, UnboundEd helps validate some of the most
far-out conspiracy theories that have been spun about the
Common Core. UnboundEd was born of EngageNY —
an entity, supported by millions of dollars in Obama-era
Race to the Top funds, created to provide Common Core
curricula for New York’s classrooms. In 2015, Gerson and
several colleagues left EngageNY to start UnboundEd,
seeking to train educators how to teach Common Core
reading and math. Once upon a time, Common Core
critics were roundly mocked for fearing that the reading
and math standards would somehow serve to promote
sweeping ideological agendas; today, Gerson and her
team are doing their best to vindicate those concerns.98

progressive-education causes for many decades.104

Every Student Succeeds Act

The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), which was touted as
returning educational autonomy to the states, in fact contains
myriad provisions that cement federal control or at least influence.105 One education component strongly pushed by ESSA
is SEL.
ESSA contains multiple provisions that affect early-childhood standards and curricula, and those provisions encourage
and in some cases mandate inclusion of SEL.106 For example,
Section 1112 of ESSA provides that any district that uses Title
I funds for early learning must comply with the Head Start
performance standards.107 In addition, ESSA is replete with
provisions requiring coordination with Head Start programs.
Section 1111 requires that mandatory state education plans
align with 11 different federal statutes, including the Head
Start Act.108 Section 1112 provides that to qualify for a subgrant under ESSA, a local school district must complete an
education plan that, like the state plan, aligns with the Head
Start Act.109 In addition, the $250 million Preschool Development Grant program110 continues the efforts to expand federal
early-childhood education with its significant SEL compoSuch politicized curricula are to be expected, given
nent, by aligning them to Head Start (with its SEL standards)
the agendas of so many private organizations pushing this
and the Child Care and Development Block Grants (which
manipulation of mindsets. CASEL’s partnerships and fundpromote SEL in QRISs).111
99
ing show a distinct political tilt. CASEL is funded partly
ESSA encourages SEL in more than just early-childhood
by the federal government’s Institute for Education Sciences
programs by pouring money into a wide array of initiatives
(IES) and partly by a range of liberal foundations. Among
based on SEL.112 These include Title I
these are the Robert Wood Johnson
funding for counseling, mentoring, and
Foundation, which promotes socialized
mental-health services; for schoolwide
The Every Student Succeeds
health care and bemoans the effect of
“tiered” support services for students
Act (ESSA), which was touted
climate change100 on “health and equity”;
(more about these below); for home visits
and the 1440 Foundation, which pushas returning educational
by bureaucrats; and for dropout-pre113
es Buddhist “mindfulness” techniques101
autonomy to the states, in fact vention services ; Title II funding for
and raises alarms about climate change.
training school personnel in “school
contains myriad provisions
Another major funder of CASEL is
readiness,” “learning readiness,” and
the NoVo Foundation, which seeks to
“when and how to refer… children with,
that
cement
federal
control
use SEL102 to “play a significant role in
or at risk of, mental illness;” 114 and Title
or at least influence.105 One
shifting our culture of systemic inequalIV grants for school-based counseling
ity and violence toward a new ethos that
education component strongly and for mental-health, student-engagevalues and prioritizes collaboration and
ment, relationship-building, and similar
pushed by ESSA is SEL.
partnership.” NoVo’s founders make
programs, including those in “21st Cenfunding decisions103 to change “systems
tury Community Learning Centers.” 115
[that are] based on domination, competition, and exploitaESSA language urges school officials to cast a wide net
tion.” Presumably they think CASEL and SEL will help them
for special education in school-wide “intervention” and “supoverturn these exploitative systems.
port” programs, allowing schools to sidestep parental consent
The Robert Wood Johnson and NoVo Foundations are
requirements for formal evaluations. These SEL-related proalso prominently involved in funding the Commission. This
grams are frequently directed toward children who are deemed
is also true of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the
“at-risk” of academic or social problems, without ever defining
world’s most generous funder of Common Core-related edu“at-risk” or specifying who will be making this determination.
cation initiatives, and the Carnegie Corporation, a funder of
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proponents, though admitting that SEL measurement is “not
ready for prime time,” have expressed determination to forge
ahead with SEL implementation in as many states and schools
as possible.122
In summary, in numerous ways such as funding opportunities and compliance mandates, ESSA incentivizes public
schools to expand programs deeply into the realm of SEL.

The wide-net approach is especially true for the Positive
Behavioral Intervention and Supports (PBIS) program. PBIS
is a tiered program that begins with monitoring the attitudes
and behaviors of the entire student population and advances
toward intensified “interventions” as the staff determines children need more “help.” PBIS was originally included in the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) to try to
resolve academic or mental/SEL issues of “at-risk” students
short of a full special-education referral, but ESSA expanded
the program school-wide.116
Despite claims by proponents that PBIS is “evidence
based” or “research based,” the federal PBIS technical support
center admits that “school-wide PBIS is in its infancy”117 and
that all of PBIS is quite experimental. That same support
center also admits, “Because the roots of PBIS are in applied
experimental analysis of behavior, the evidence for PBIS, at
this time, is primarily derived from single subject designs.”118
In other words, there are no controlled trials involving large
numbers of students to know if the concept really works. Nevertheless, PBIS is embraced uncritically in the public-education realm; even the federal School Safety Commission has
recommended it as a means to prevent school violence.119
The literature on PBIS includes little to no discussion of
how the universal or at-risk behaviors are chosen; what sensitive, personally identifiable information is collected on children for the various tiers; how children’s attitudes, values, and
beliefs are modified; and what outcome data is included in
children’s lifelong data dossiers (more about this at pp. 23–25).
Also, the phrase “parental consent” rarely, if ever, appears on
PBIS explanatory websites.
Another feature of ESSA that incentivizes SEL appears in
the accountability provisions.120 While school accountability
under No Child Left Behind was heavily focused on test scores, ESSA broadAnother feature ens that to include nonacademic factors.
These may encompass “indicator[s] of
of ESSA that
school quality or school success” that
incentivizes SEL are “valid, reliable, comparable, and
state-wide” and that may include meaappears in the
sures of “student engagement,” “school
accountability
climate and safety,” and “any other
provisions.120
indicator the State chooses that meets
the requirements of this clause.” States
must submit to USED a state education
plan that details which of these descriptors will be included in
school-accountability analyses.
All these descriptors can refer to aspects of SEL. Nevertheless, as of this writing, no state plan had taken advantage
of these provisions to explicitly include SEL (perhaps because
of problems with disaggregating such data by student subgroup, as ESSA also requires, or because of serious difficulties
in measuring SEL, as discussed at pp. 19–23).121 But SEL

Other Federal Initiatives that Push SEL
Beyond ESSA, at least three other federal initiatives are
designed to monitor children’s attitudes and beliefs. One is the
recent revision123 of the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP), the test referred to as “the nation’s report
card,” to assess mindsets and school climate. A pre-test survey
taken by all participating students124 will explore “core” student characteristics including “grit” and desire for learning125
as well as such factors as self-efficacy and personal achievement goals.126
This revision has been challenged127 not only on constitutional and privacy grounds, but as a violation of federal law.128
Specifically, assessing social-emotional characteristics in
NAEP violates NAEP’s governing statute itself, which forbids
tests that “evaluate or assess personal or family beliefs.”129 The
governing statute requires that the assessment “objectively
measure academic achievement, knowledge, and skills”—
which the new SEL-based survey questions manifestly do not.
But the unlawful revision has been made and continues to be
implemented.
A second effort is the authoriBut SEL proponents,
zation of federally controlled and
funded “social emotional research”
though admitting that
in the proposed Strengthening
SEL measurement is
Education Through Research Act
“not ready for prime
(SETRA)130 (a bill that would
reauthorize the Education Scitime,” have expressed
ences Reform Act). SETRA is
determination to
strongly supported by individuals
and organizations that would
forge ahead with SEL
benefit from the availability of
implementation in
such sensitive “research” data
as many states and
on students.131 Because Senate
approval of the bill in December
schools as possible.122
2015132 without debate prompted
an outpouring of citizen objection,133 SETRA has, as of this writing, not been reintroduced
in either chamber of Congress since 2015.

SEL Goes Global
SEL is now a global phenomenon. For example, in 2017 the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) launched its Study on Social and Emotional Skills
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(SSES).134 OECD has long administered the Programme for
International Student Assessment (PISA) test to measure academic knowledge, but now is branching out into methods of
measuring and shaping students’ personalities.
The SSES will analyze two cohorts of students, at ages 10
and 15, to determine what social-emotional skills they have
and should have, and to develop “international instruments” to
measure such skills.135 The extraordinarily intrusive study will
survey students, parents, teachers, and education administrators to gather data on “children’s [social-emotional] skills, . .
family background, child’s performance, home learning environment, parent-child relationship, parental style, learning
activities, and parents’ own attitudes and opinion.”136 (There
is little acknowledgement of the credibility problems inherent
in such surveys—will parents pass judgment on their own
parenting skills by honestly evaluating their children?) SSES
will also analyze information from students’ interaction with
online instruments to surveil “what people do, think, or feel,
when interacting with, and responding to, the item or task.”137

performance. Large-scale personality data is therefore presumed by the OECD to be predictive of a country’s potential
social and economic progress.”141 The MENAFN further discussed potential results of OECD’s SEL push:
The organisation is seeking to measure student personality to gather policy-relevant insights for participating
countries. The inevitable consequence in countries with
disappointing results will be new policies and interventions to improve students’ personalities to ensure competitiveness in the global race. Just as PISA has influenced
a global market in products to support the skills tested
by the assessment, the same is now occurring around
social-emotional learning and personality development
(emphasis added).142
OECD is also working to implement a similar assessment
for the preschool age group. Its International Early Learning
Study (IELS), being piloted in partnership with the U.S.
National Center for Education Statistics, seeks to focus:
… on young children and their cognitive and non-cognitive skills and competencies as they transition to primary
school. The IELS is designed to examine: children’s early
learning and development in a broad range of domains,
including social emotional skills as well as cognitive
skills; the relationship between children’s early learning
and children’s participation in early childhood education
and care (ECEC); the role of contextual factors, including children’s individual characteristics and their home
backgrounds and experiences, in promoting young children’s growth and development; and how early learning
varies across and within countries prior to beginning
primary school. In 2018, in the participating countries,
including the United States, the IELS will assess nationally-representative samples of children ages 5.0–5.5 years
(in kindergarten in the United States) through direct and
indirect measures, and will collect contextual data about
their home learning environments, ECEC histories, and
demographic characteristics.143

The goal is to measure students’
performance in the five broad domains
(known to psychologists as the “Big
Five model”) of “emotional regulation
(emotional stability); engaging with others
(extroversion); collaboration (agreeableness);
task performance (conscientiousness); [and]
open-mindedness (openness).”138
Regardless of its reliability, the mountains of data from
the study will be crunched to produce assessments, perhaps
to be linked to PISA and other OECD academic assessments. The goal is to measure students’ performance in the
five broad domains (known to psychologists as the “Big Five
model”) of “emotional regulation (emotional stability); engaging with others (extroversion); collaboration (agreeableness);
task performance (conscientiousness); [and] open-mindedness
(openness).”138 (These were the same personality traits assessed
by Facebook and Cambridge Analytica in their controversial
partnership that data-mined Facebook users during both the
2012139 and 2016 presidential campaigns.140)
On the theory that such traits are malleable and can be
taught, SSES aims to determine how to mold students into
people most useful to the government and the economy. Analysis by the Middle East North African Financial Network
(MENAFN) reported that OECD’s reason for developing
“the test is that social and emotional skills are important predictors of educational progress and future workplace

This description makes it clear that these assessments
represent an expansion of student surveillance beyond the
school and into the home and family life. Noteworthy also
is the admission that the sensitive data gathered from this
This description
surveillance will be used to
makes it clear that these
impose government-favored
SEL standards and skills on
assessments represent
families:
an expansion of student
Policy makers, teachers,
surveillance beyond
parents and researchers
can help expand chilthe school and into the
dren’s growth potential

home and family life.
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by actively engaging in skill development within the
domains that they are responsible for. However, given
that “skills beget skills,” education policies and programmes need to ensure coherence across learning contexts
(i.e. family, school and the community) and stages of school
progression (i.e. across primary, lower secondary and
upper secondary schooling). This is an important way to
maximise the returns to skills investment over the life
cycle (emphasis added).144

advantage, rather than the pursuit of meaningful knowledge
and understanding. It treats children as little indicators of
future labour markets, and may distract teachers from other
curriculum aims.”
 “As education consultant Joe Nutt wrote in the Times
Educational Supplement last year, ‘If you make data
generation the goal of education then data is what you will
get. Not quality teaching.’”
Early-childhood experts from at least 25 different nations
oppose OECD’s IELS, questioning “whether political and
corporate profit interests are being privileged over valid
research, children’s rights and meaningful evaluation.” They
also argue that “the motives and interests driving international
standardised assessment and its underlying assumptions need
to be questioned at all levels.” They “disagree with an approach
that conceptualizes and instrumentalises early childhood
education and care mainly as preparation for the following
stages of formal education, and as tool [sic] for achieving longterm economic outcomes—which are in itself questionable or
unsubstantiated.”152

This adoption of psychological frameworks “appears to
represent a therapeutic shift in OECD focus, with its target
being the development of emotionally stable individuals who
can cope with intellectual challenge and real-world problems.”145 SSES aims to “capture the whole range of cross-cultural human behavior and emotions in discrete quantifiable
categories.”146
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) is closely following the OECD
study.147 UNESCO, through its International Institute for
Educational Planning (IIEP), views SEL as an important
factor in the U.N.’s fourth Sustainable Development Goal for
education.148 In discussing the OECD study, IIEP declared
that “measurement of these [social-emotional] skills need [sic]
to be part of assessments to ensure that all children and youth
develop these crucial skills, which will help them adapt quickly, [sic] and successfully to an uncertain future.”149

The Grit Movement
One of the SEL attributes receiving much attention from
the federal government, employers, and researchers is that of
“grit.” Angela Duckworth, an Associate Professor of Psychology at the University of Pennsylvania, has become famous for
her advocacy of teaching grit and other positive social-emotional skills as a way of improving student achievement. She
defines grit in her 2016 book on the subject as a “combination
of passion and perseverance.”153
Duckworth describes multiple cases of how grit helped
both famous and ordinary people achieve noteworthy accomplishments. She also explains how grit and persistence can be
personally achieved and how they can be taught. As a former
teacher, she argues that grit and other social-emotional traits
improve academic achievement.
The federal government has so embraced the “grit” movement that USED’s Office of Technology wrote an entire draft
report on the subject.154 This report defined “grit” as follows:
Perseverance to accomplish long-term or higher-order
goals in the face of challenges and setbacks, engaging
the student’s psychological resources, such as their [sic]
academic mindsets, effortful control, and strategies and
tactics.155

One of the SEL attributes receiving much
attention from the federal government,
employers, and researchers is that of
“grit.” Angela Duckworth, an Associate
Professor of Psychology at the University
of Pennsylvania, has become famous for
her advocacy of teaching grit and other
positive social-emotional skills
Similarly, back in the U. S., the Aspen Commission final
report advocates “partnerships between schools, families, and
community organizations to support healthy learning and
development in and out of school.”150 It appears that all of
these organizations are on the same page in wanting government to mold and monitor the SEL status and capacities of
children in every area of their lives.
Discussing problems with the OECD SEL assessments,
MENAFN noted the problems of academic dilution and
over-concern with data:151
 “It risks reframing public education in terms of personality
modification, driven by the political race for future economic

Interviewing and citing Duckworth multiple times, the
federal report showed a strong belief in inculcating these qualities in students, and measuring their presence or absence in
some way. The assessment methods embraced by the federal
government in this report, discussed at pp. 22, are worthy of
science fiction.
The word “consent” does not appear in that federal report.
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SEL and Competency-Based Education

competencies in academic subjects will be employed to do the
same with respect to SEL.
This raises a multitude of questions about SEL subjectivity, measurement, data collection, use of SEL data to affect
accountability for teachers
and schools, and future
This raises a multitude
effects on students. For
of questions about SEL
instance, if students fail
to meet subjective SEL
subjectivity, measurement,
standards, perhaps as
data collection, use of SEL
measured by a federally
data to affect accountability
funded, federally supervised national test or
for teachers and schools, and
another test such as the
future effects on students.
ACT (which is currently
developing “an assessment
of behavioral skills”),160 will that data in their longitudinal files
eventually suggest to employers or colleges that they are somehow personally, socially, or ethically deficient? Will a future
Einstein be rejected because of his results on such a subjective
assessment? But first, let us examine the alleged scientific basis
for the value of SEL.

SEL is becoming a key component of the “personalized”
learning or competency-based education (CBE) craze. CBE
digitally documents the
attainment of various skills,
SEL is becoming a
including SEL skills, to
key component of the
declare that a student has
“personalized” learning
achieved certain competencies or is ready to move on in
or competency-based
his personalized learning
education (CBE) craze.
path. (The term “personalized” doesn’t imply more
CBE digitally documents
from a teacher;
the attainment of various attention
rather, much of the learning
skills, including SEL skills
takes place in front of computer screens using embedded
assessments that perform “affective [psychological or SEL]
computing,” with human teachers, if present at all, acting as
monitors.)
The CBE model represents a merger of Common Core
and SEL, as indicated by the American School Counselor
Association in a 2014 paper: “Mindsets & Behaviors align
with specific standards from the Common Core State Standards through connections at the competency level.”156 In fact,
some education observers view the Common Core standards
as “data tags” in this emerging education system. Forbes columnist and former teacher Peter Greene explained:157
We know from our friends at Knewton [whose CEO
said that the software collects “five to ten million actionable data [points] per student per day” based on digitized
Pearson Common Core-aligned curriculum158] what the
Grand Design is—a system in which student progress is
mapped down to the atomic level. Atomic level (a term
that Knewton lervs [sic] deeply) means test by test, assignment by assignment, sentence by sentence, item by item.

Lack of Scientific and Research Support for SEL
CASEL, the Commission, and other SEL proponents consistently point to a large research base for expanding SEL
standards and curricula in the U.S. A commonly cited piece
of research is a meta-analysis by Durlak and colleagues161 “of
213 school-based, universal SEL programs involving 270,034
kindergarten through high school students.” Based on their
review, the Durlak researchers reported the following results:
“Compared to controls, SEL participants demonstrated significantly improved social and emotional skills, attitudes,
behavior, and academic performance that reflected an 11-percentile-point gain in achievement.” The researchers concluded:
The findings add to the growing empirical evidence
regarding the positive impact of SEL programs. Policymakers, educators, and the public can contribute
to healthy development of children by supporting the
incorporation of evidence-based SEL programming into
standard educational practice.

We want to enter every single thing a student does into the
Big Data Bank. But that will only work if we're all using
the same set of tags. We've been saying that [Common
Core State Standards] are limited because the standards
were written around what can be tested. That's not exactly
correct. The standards have been written around what can
be tracked. The standards aren't just about defining what
should be taught. They're about cataloging what students
have done.

However, the Durlak meta-analysis admitted several
limitations. These limitations, as well as two studies cited in
the review, undermine the Durlak conclusions. Here are the
limitations:162
 “Only 16% of the studies collected information on academic
achievement at post [intervention].”
 “Only 32% assessed skills as an outcome.”
 “Because there is no standardized approach in measuring

Indeed, CASEL itself describes desirable social-emotional
traits as “competencies” (self-awareness, self-management,
social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision-making) or in Greene’s parlance, data tags.159 So, as will
be discussed at pp. 22, the digital technology used to assess
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social and emotional skills, there is a need for theory-driven
research that not only aids in the accurate assessment of
various skills but also identifies how different skills are
related.”
“More rigorous research on the presumed mediational role
of SEL skill development is also warranted. Only a few
studies tested and found a temporal relationship between
skill enhancement and other positive outcomes.”

important contrary studies have been all but ignored by
CASEL, the Commission, and other SEL proponents.
Another group of researchers performed two major
meta-analyses165 that examined the effect of manipulating
mindsets, such as the “growth” mindset, on academic performance. Associated most strongly with Professor Carol Dweck
and touted by SEL proponents, the growth mindset posits that
a student who believes his intelligence can grow will outperform one who believes his intelligence is “fixed.”166 Does the
research bear this out?
One of the meta-analysis researchers summarized the findings this way: “Our results show that the academic benefits of
[growth-mindset] interventions have been largely overstated.
…[T]here was little to no effect of mindset interventions on
academic achievement for typical students, or for other groups
who some have claimed benefit substantially from these interventions….”167
Some experts in the behavioral sciences have expressed
significant skepticism about the effectiveness of SEL, especially because of the subjectivity inherent in the concept. As
recently as 2017, Professor Clark McKown, an Associate
Professor of Behavioral Sciences at the Rush Medical Center (who is funded by IES and president of a company that
markets his own SEL assessment program168) said in the joint
Princeton-Brookings Institute journal, The Future of Children,
“To create SEL standards and assess progress toward those
standards presupposes that we agree about what SEL is. Yet
neither researchers nor practitioners nor policymakers have
come to such a consensus.”169 Even his financial interest in the
expansion of SEL could not overcome McKown’s recognition
of the problems surrounding it.
The press release for a study in this Princeton-Brookings
journal issue contains more evidence from a researcher about
the lack of scientific underpinnings for SEL:
“‘We know these skills are essential for children, but
there’s still a lot we don’t know about ways to enhance
them,’ said Megan McClelland, the Katherine E. Smith
Healthy Children and Families Professor in Human
Development and Family Sciences in OSU’s College of
Public Health and Human Sciences. ‘The results to date
have been mixed.’”

In addition, 56 percent of the studies analyzed were interventions for elementary students, 31 percent were for middle-school students, and only 13 percent were for high-school
students. With over half of studies based on elementary students, it’s difficult to know if the interpretations for the youngest age group are developmentally appropriate for older children and adolescents.
One of the studies listed in the Durlak review actually
contradicts the conclusions of that meta-analysis. A study
by Greg Duncan and an international group of researchers,
which questioned “the
extent to which proBy contrast, measures of
moting children’s social
socioemotional behaviors,
and emotional skills will
including internalizing and
actually improve their
behavioral and academic
externalizing problems and
outcomes,” contains the
social skills, were generally
longitudinal follow-up
data omitted by the
insignificant predictors of
later academic performance, Durlak analysis:
Across all 6 studies,
even among children with
the strongest predictors
of later achievement
relatively high levels of
are school-entry math,
problem behavior
reading, and attention
skills. A meta-analysis of
the results shows that early math skills have the greatest
predictive power, followed by reading and then attention
skills. By contrast, measures of socioemotional behaviors,
including internalizing and externalizing problems and
social skills, were generally insignificant predictors of later
academic performance, even among children with relatively high levels of problem behavior (emphasis added).163

“We don’t yet know what the ‘key ingredients’ are here,”
added McClelland, the paper’s lead author, “but we do
have enough evidence to know we need to keep doing this
works….”170
The authors of the journal article described in the press
release admitted that even after preschool SEL standards
have been in place in most states for at least a decade, there is
no evidence of cost-effectiveness: “Are early childhood SEL
interventions cost-effective? The short answer is that it’s too
soon to be sure.”171

The other study cited by Durlak reached similar conclusions, saying “that most intervention programs were not specifically designed to change EI [emotional intelligence], and
very few systematic interventions meet the canons of internal
and external validity. Consequently, little objective evidence
attesting to the useful role of EI as a predictor of school success
and adjustment exists beyond that predicted by intelligence and
personality factors (emphasis added).”164
Besides being cited in the Durlak meta-analysis, these
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This study attempted to put a positive spin on the idea that
SEL skills are important for academic achievement starting in
preschool. However, the studies at p. 17, especially the Duncan study, contradict that view.
An interim “brain science” report172 and the final
report173 from the Commission continue to promote questionable brain science to support having public schools, corporations, or private foundations set norms for and assess the
values, attitudes, beliefs, and
from
An interim “brain science” emotions of students
cradle to career. 174 A signifreport172 and the final
icant number of studies and
173
papers, however, expose the
report from the
faulty research underlying
Commission continue to
many of the neuroscience,
genetics, and academpromote questionable
ic-achievement claims in
brain science to support
those Commission reports. .
having public schools,
Most importantly, controversy swirls around the
corporations, or private
significance of eye-catching
foundations set norms
colored brain images from
functional magnetic resfor and assess the values,
onance imaging (fMRI),
attitudes, beliefs, and
which the Commission’s
brain-science report uses
emotions of students
as proof that “emotions
174
from cradle to career.
are crucial to thinking and
meaning-making.”175 While
this may be true in a universal sense, there is no solid link
between the colored images and the conclusions reached in
the report. In fact, Swedish scientists published a 2016 article
in the Proceedings of the National Academies of Science176 showing that a 15-year-old software bug used in the interpretation
of fMRI created “false positives—suggesting brain activity
where there is none—up to 70 percent of the time,” rendering
the results of up to 40,000 studies invalid. The graphics for the
Commission paper’s figures were taken from studies published
in 2004 and 2009, during the 15-year period this software
glitch was in place.
Computer glitches are only one problem with psychological research. According to a 2015 study published in the
journal Science, only 39 out of 100 studies published in three
leading psychology journals could be replicated.177 This “replication crisis” obviously casts doubt on psychological research
in general and, therefore, potentially on the validity of many
of the 242 references cited in the Commission SEL and
brain-science report.
A similar reproducibility problem has been found
for genetics studies,178 which are also a key part of the Commission brain-science report. As experts in neuropsychiatric

genetics have admitted, “It is no secret that our field has published thousands of candidate gene association studies but few
replicated findings.”179 Given that genetic research has yielded
little clinically useful information even about physical diseases,180 there is substantial doubt about whether it should be
trusted for mental illness and SEL.
Psychiatry, the branch of medicine dealing with
social-emotional health and illness, admittedly lacks an objective, tangible scientific basis for its diagnoses and treatments—
even when administered by highly educated and trained professionals. For instance, Dr. Dilip Jeste, then-president of the
American Psychiatric Association, said of psychiatric diagnosis upon publication of the most recent version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-5) in 2012: “At present,
most psychiatric disorders lack validated diagnostic biomarkers, and although considerable advances are being made in the
arena of neurobiology, psychiatric diagnoses are still mostly
based on clinician assessment.”181 The next year, Dr. Steven
Hymen, former director of the National Institutes of Mental Health, said about psychiatric treatment, “the underlying
science remains immature.”182 This uncertainty surrounding
the diagnosis and treatment of mental or emotional problems,
even by highly trained
physicians, suggests sigThis uncertainty surrounding
nificant problems with
having lesser-trained or
the diagnosis and treatment
even untrained personof mental or emotional
nel delve into and act
problems, even by highly
upon such issues with
students.
trained physicians, suggests
The final Commissignificant problems with
sion report wants to
“forge closer connections
having lesser-trained or
between research and
even untrained personnel
practice.”183 However,
delve into and act upon such
given the lack of consensus among researchers
issues with students.
about how to define
SEL, and the fragmented and contradictory state of SEL research as shown in these
examples, the wisdom of this idea is in doubt.
The same Princeton-Brookings journal issue discussed
above (which acknowledges the vagueness and uncertainty
about defining and measuring SEL) also concedes a major
divergence in opinion about whether SEL skills and attributes
should be taught in schools:
The recent expansion in popular interest in SEL coexists
with what might best be called a healthy skepticism about
teaching social and emotional skills in schools. Despite
considerable research suggesting that SEL is a vital component of academic achievement and later success in life,
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various stakeholders hold divergent and often incompatible views as to how or even whether SEL skills should
be explicitly taught in schools. To further complicate
matters, the existing evidence is somewhat conflicting:
some studies find that interventions designed to teach
and support SEL skills have positive effects, and others
don’t; some students seem to benefit more than others.184

As this discussion shows, the certitude with which proponents, especially CASEL and the Commission, express their
faith in the efficacy of SEL may be based less on science and rigorous research than on their own hopes about what “ought to”
work (and perhaps their own financial interests in the outcome).

Problems in Assessing SEL
Even if the science supported SEL, a serious operational problem with implementing SEL is assessing its effect on students,
their behavior and
Even if the science supported
mindsets,
and
their achievement.
SEL, a serious operational
In a poll conductproblem with implementing
ed in late 2017 and
early 2018, only
SEL is assessing its effect on
one in ten teachers
students, their behavior and
reported that their
mindsets, and their achievement.
schools measure
such non-academic characteristics very well.191 Even SEL enthusiasts admit that
valid assessment is challenging.
An overarching problem is that, as discussed at p. 7, the
personnel doing the assessing probably aren’t qualified. Mental-health professionals undergo years of training in evaluating
patients, and it simply isn’t possible to train teachers to perform
similar evaluations of their students. This is especially true
when mental-health professionals recognize the ambiguities
of assessing social-emotional traits among still-developing
children and adolescents.192
Clinical psychologist Dr. Megan O’Bryan expresses dismay at this concept: “The idea that our government would
sink millions (billions?) of dollars into training and supporting unlicensed, quasi-trained teachers/interventionists in the
hopes that they can improve the social and emotional development of masses
of children frankly
An overarching problem is that...
makes me sad.”
the personnel doing the assessing
O’Bryan
warns
probably aren’t qualified. Mentalthat having poorly
trained personnel
health professionals undergo years
apply
one-sizeof training in evaluating patients,
fits-all interventions to groups
and it simply isn’t possible to
of children will
train teachers to perform similar
backfire, especially
evaluations of their students.
with respect to
sensitive children.
“As a practitioner who specializes in anxiety,” she writes, “[I
know that] almost every anxious child misinterprets messages
from well-meaning teachers. Sensitive children are hardest hit
by these programs” because they “take [the teachers’] words,
quite literally, and agonize over them.”193

Major education thought leaders are expressing similar
skepticism. One is SEL proponent Peter DeWitt, who notes,
“SEL is one area where some educators and leaders are saying
enough is enough,” and asks, “Do I expect too much from
schools? Do I expect a balance between SEL and academic
learning that cannot possibly be accomplished?”185
Untroubled by these cautions and concerns, the Commission in its final report recommended “[e]nsur[ing] educators
develop expertise in child development and in the science of
learning. This will require major changes in educator preparation and in ongoing professional support for the social and
emotional learning of teachers and all other adults who work
with young people.”
Research about SEL in action—especially in preschool
and the early grades—suggests that the concept is better in
theory than in practice. Even though SEL standards have
been part of the Head Start program since at least 2003,
research about both Head Start and state preschool programs
shows that children involved in them experience a decline in
desired SEL status, even based on the subjective standards and
assessments currently available.
For example, the large, well-controlled 2010 Head Start
study found that for “teacher reports of children’s behavior: (1)
Children in the Head Start group demonstrated moderate evidence of more socially reticent behavior (i.e., shy and hesitant
behavior) as reported by teachers, and there is suggestive evidence of more problematic student-teacher interactions.”186 The
2012 follow-up to this study found that “for children in the
4-year-old cohort, there were no observed [SEL] impacts
through the end of kindergarten but favorable impacts reported
by parents and unfavorable impacts reported by teachers
emerged at the end of 1st and 3rd grades.”187 Additionally, as far
back as 1991, research found that participants in SEL-saturated
Head Start “had lower mean scores in communication, daily
living skills, and social skills domains, and the total adaptive
behavior score.” 188 No study of Head Start has found sustained
cognitive gains for participants through third grade,189 which
contradicts the claim of SEL proponents that SEL, a key focus
of Head Start programs, improves academic outcomes.
Additionally, a 2015 study comparing children who participated in the Tennessee Voluntary Pre-Kindergarten program
(TN-VPK) versus those who did not attend a preschool program found that “first grade teachers rated the TN-VPK children as less well prepared for school, having poorer work skills
in the classrooms, and feeling more negative about school.”190
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A related problem is the limitations of the assessment
tools. Those tools include self-report (in which students are
asked directly, via surveys or questionnaires, about their
social-emotional characteristics), teacher-report questionnaires, and performance tasks (in which students’ characteristics are determined by observing their response to certain situations). Commonly used tools are the Deveraux Early
Childhood Assessment and the Devereux Student Strengths
Assessment, both of which can be completed by teachers and
parents and measure such attributes as “optimistic thinking,”
“social awareness,” and “relationship skills”; the Social-Emotional Assets and Resilience Scale, which measures “responsibility, social competence, empathy, and self-regulation” and
comes in teacher, parent, child, and adolescent versions; the
Social Skills Improvement Rating System Rating Scales,
designed to “assess children’s social behavior and assist in the
implementation of interventions”; and the Behavioral and
Emotional Rating Scale, which may be completed by teachers,
parents, youth, and juvenile-justice and social-service workers.194 The technical materials associated with these assessments contain little discussion of their validity.
Some of these SEL assessment tools are infused into academic curriculum. One example is the Common Core-aligned
SpringBoard ELA curriculum
Indeed, Duckworth
used across the nation. This
curriculum is published by
has conceded that her
the College Board, now led
own creation, the
by chief Common Core ELA
standards architect David
“Grit Scale,” is
which is respon“ridiculously fakeable.”198 Coleman,
sible for the SAT college
In addition, the
entrance exam, the GED
high school graduation test,
researchers reported,
and Advanced Placement
surveys may fail
courses and tests. SpringBoard contains multiple
to detect incremental
non-cognitive, psychosocial
199
changes.
survey assessments scattered
throughout. For example,
Activity 4.9—Justice and Moral Reasoning195 contains a
self-report survey titled “How Just Are You?”—as part of the
English curriculum. This survey asks high-school students to
rate themselves with items such as these:
a. I should pay all my taxes because I could go to jail if I do not
b. people will think of me as a good citizen
c. my taxes along with those of others will help to pay for
services used by all

Stages of Moral Reasoning.196 There is no mention of obtaining
parental consent for what is clearly a psychological test.
Regardless of the propriety of such instruments, even SEL
proponents acknowledge the inherent drawbacks of all these
tools. Professor Duckworth tempers her enthusiasm for “grit”
and other social-emotional skills with the admission that
assessing these skills is problematic at best. In a 2015 paper,
Duckworth and co-author David Scott Yeager, an Assistant
Professor of Developmental Psychology at the University of
Texas, laid out the shortcomings.197
Duckworth and Yeager first noted that student self-reports
may be inaccurate because participants may misinterpret questions, or may give misleading answers they think they “should”
be giving about their personality traits (in other words, they
lie). Indeed, Duckworth has conceded that her own creation,
the “Grit Scale,” is “ridiculously fakeable.”198 In addition, the
researchers reported, surveys may fail to detect incremental
changes.199
Another problem with student self-reports is “reference
bias,” defined as “the tendency for individuals’ survey responses to be influenced by differing implicit standards of comparison.”200 This means that in evaluating their own characteristics,
students don’t begin at an objective starting point. For example, a student who has high expectations for his performance
and behavior may rate himself lower on a survey than would a
student with lower expectations—“only the best” versus “good
enough.” For this reason, “[t]o the extent that students attending schools with more demanding expectations for student
behavior hold themselves to a higher standard when completing questionnaires, reference bias could make comparisons of
responses across schools misleading.”201
There is another problematic aspect to student self-reports
that seems to escape Duckworth and other practitioners in this
area: Adolescent boys as a rule will never take such surveys
seriously. As anyone who has ever raised boys can attest, they
will regard questions about their personal traits and behavior
as a joke and will respond in as outrageous a manner as they
think they can get away with. SEL proponents must come
to terms with the fact that self-reports of adolescent boys are
essentially worthless.
Teacher reports are also inadequate. As noted at pp. 7, 19,
teachers will necessarily be insufficiently trained for this type
of task. In addition, Duckworth and Yeager acknowledged
that teachers have only limited ability to measure student
growth in personal traits, such as motivation.202 (Another
potential problem, unmentioned by Duckworth and Yeager, is
that teachers are human beings who may be unable to exercise
strict objectivity when it comes to—especially—“problem”
students. A teacher who simply has a personality clash with
a particular student may score him differently on social-emotional measures than would another, less exasperated teacher.)
What about performance tasks? An example of this is the

Depending on whether students respond with a majority of
“a,” “b,” or “c” responses, they then rate themselves as “pre-conventional,” “conventional,” or “post-conventional” based on
psychologist Dr. Lawrence Kohlburg’s Three Levels and Six
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frequently cited “marshmallow test” from Stanford University,
in which a child is offered a small reward immediately or a
larger one if he is willing to wait a while.203 The point of this
experiment is to determine the child’s self-control, as demonstrated by his ability to delay gratification. But Duckworth and
Yeager pointed out that observers of these experiments may
draw subjective conclusions, and that children may behave
differently in such contrived situations than they would in the
real world.204
Duckworth and Yeager concluded: “perfectly unbiased,
unfakeable, and error-free measures are an ideal, not a reality.”205 And while Duckworth argues that grit and other SEL
attributes should be measured to provide feedback for personal
improvement and for research purposes, she believes the measurement difficulties create “incentives for cheating,” and “displac[e] intrinsic motivation” and should therefore not be used
to assess SEL traits like grit for accountability purposes.206
Because of this, she withdrew from the board of a California
consortium of schools incorporating SEL into accountability
measures.207 “I do not think we should be doing this. It is a bad
idea,” she said.208
Validity studies from two other survey-type psychological/mental health-screening instruments confirm that SEL
assessment is an extraordinarily problematic enterprise. One
is TeenScreen (also
called the Columbia
But Duckworth and Yeager
Suicide Screen or CSS),
pointed out that observers of a computerized menthese experiments may draw tal health-screening
instrument developed
subjective conclusions, and
by Dr. David Schaffer,
a Columbia University
that children may behave
psychiatrist. TeenScreen
differently in such contrived
was popular in the early
situations than they would in 2000s as a means of
trying to prevent teen
the real world.204
suicide. But the vague
and subjective questions
yielded a false-positive rate of an astronomical 84 percent, as
Schaffer admitted:
The CSS’s positive predictive value [the percentage of
subjects who actually have the condition for which the
screening test is being administered] of 16% (determined
by a weighted prevalence of DISC positive in the sample)
would result in 84 nonsuicidal teens being referred for further evaluation for every 16 youths correctly identified.209

did not like to party, she was labeled with social anxiety disorder; because she liked to keep things clean, she was tagged
with obsessive-compulsive disorder. The outraged parents
sued the school and mental-health agency administering
TeenScreen.210
Wildly divergent positive predictive values (PPVs) occur
also with parent reports. One example comes from a preschool
instrument, popular in Head Start and state programs, called
the Ages and Stages SE (social emotional) survey. The subjective questions on this parent-report instrument have yielded
a PPV from across the spectrum. Depending on which (also
subjective) mental-screening instrument is used to validate it
and the purpose for which it’s used, the overall PPV can vary
from 27 percent to 70 percent. This means the false-positive
rate can vary anywhere from 30 percent to 73 percent.211
The Aspen Institute also acknowledges that legitimate
assessment of such skills is a challenge. In a policy brief,
Aspen admitted that despite almost unlimited claimed benefits of SEL (from wage growth and long-term employment
to reduction in violence, delinquency, and drug use), “caution
is warranted in interpreting the assessment results. While
learning-condition surveys are
valuable in guiding next steps,
The Aspen Institute
they are not valid for accountalso acknowledges that
ability purposes.”212 This same
caution appears in the Comlegitimate assessment of
mission’s final report, but only
such skills is a challenge.
until there are “tools that we
are confident adequately capture these skills and attributes in ways that are sensitive to age,
developmental stage, and context, and commit to using the
measures appropriately for improvement ….”213 Presumably,
when the Commission reaches this level of “confidence,” it’s
full speed ahead.
In the meantime, SEL boosters such as CASEL plow
ahead with the effort to show that SEL assessment can work.
Partnering with collaborators such as the RAND Corporation
and Harvard University, CASEL has created an Assessment
Work Group “to advance progress toward establishing practical SEL assessments that are scientifically sound, feasible to
use and actionable.”214
The winner of CASEL’s recently concluded second
“Design Challenge” proposed a “computer administered [test]
in a game-like format” for students in kindergarten through
fifth grade.215 Young children will be subjected to a computer
program “designed to elucidate [their] thinking about issues
related to SE competence (e.g. a child wants to join a group on
the playground, an older child bullies a younger child on the
bus, one child looks at another’s responses on a test). Students
will be asked to describe the feelings that characters in the
vignette are experiencing, the reasoning for their actions, and
how the characters are likely to behave next.”216 Whether these

One example of TeenScreen’s inaccuracy occurred when a
young girl was forced to take the survey without her parents’
knowledge or consent. As a result of her TeenScreen responses, she was given two psychiatric diagnoses in the hallway of
the school by a perfect stranger. Because she was studious and
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contrived situations in a computer game prove more reliable
A more high-tech version of SEL assessment comes from
than contrived situations such as the marshmallow test
education-technology companies that are developing and
remains to be seen.
marketing software, including “wearables,” to transmit data
CASEL also works directly with education agencies to
about students’ feelings in real time. Some of these programs
develop SEL assessments. For example, CASEL teamed
take the form of video games that analyze players’ every keywith the Washoe County School District in Nevada and
stroke to assess their emotional states; others experiment with
the University of Illinois at Chicago to create the Washoe
facial recognition, eye-tracking, and other wearable devices to
County School District Social and Emotional Competency
surveil and monitor students’ “engagement” and reaction to
Assessments (a project funded by the federal IES).217 But these
stimuli.221
assessments are all versions of student self-report, and thereSome SEL proponents advocate video gaming as an effecfore of questionable reliability.
tive means of both implementing and assessing SEL. Dr.
CASEL is one of many organizations working on SEL
James Gee of Arizona State University, a major player (so to
assessment. An extreme example is the September 2018
speak) in gaming theory, has observed that the goal of SEL
announcement 218 by ACT, the
gaming is to create “a type of perowner of the college-entrance
son (AGENT).”222 What type of
CASEL is one of many organizations
examination, that it’s developing
person would that be? One whose
a “Moral Education Standardized
behavior conforms to whatever the
working on SEL assessment. An
Assessment (MESA)” for the
governing elite believe to be most
extreme example is the September 2018 optimal for society.
United Arab Emirates (UAE)
as part of that country’s Moral
How this would work is
announcement218 by ACT, the owner
219
Education program. According
described in a 2010 TED talk 223
of the college-entrance examination,
to ACT, this test will be based on
given by Dr. Jane McGonigal
that it’s developing a “Moral Education
“the latest theory and principles
of the Institute for the Future in
of social and emotional learning.”
California. McGonigal touted the
Standardized Assessment (MESA)”
ACT apparently believes, or at
benefits of immersing students in
for the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
least has persuaded the Crown
virtual reality (VR) so that they
Prince Court in Abu Dhabi, that
begin to behave in their real lives
as part of that country’s Moral
a student’s morality can be meathe same way they behave in the
Education program.219
sured by a computerized test.
game. For example, she cited a
So with ACT’s assistance, a
game called A World Without
country not known to adhere to norms of enlightened govOil, in which players adapt their actions to the absence of fossil
ernment will be imposing its definition of “morality” on each
fuels. The longer they play this game, she claims, the more
child and measuring his or her compliance with that standard.
they’ll start to model the same behavior in real life. This is
As education commentator Peter Greene observed, “It’s one
how gaming can “nudge” players toward what is deemed to be
thing to manage your own moral growth and another thing
desirable behavior and mindsets.
to foster the moral development of family and friends and still
Gee and educational-gaming companies also tout the
quite another thing to have a company hired by the governbenefits of using gaming for SEL assessment. A game called
ment draft up morality curricuRipple Effects, for example, which
lum that will be delivered by yet
is designed for middle- and high220
another wing of government.”
school students, is marketed as being
Wearable devices are similarly intrusive
But this is exactly what will
able to “build SEL skills” by buildand even more Orwellian. A British
be happening via SEL in public
ing student strengths through “mulcompany markets a device called FOCI,
schools everywhere, not just in
tiple learning modalities, including
the UAE. And given that the
which attaches to a student’s waistband games, first person and animated
UAE’s Moral Education provideos, simulations, self-assessand measures breathing patterns
gram employs the same jargon as
ments, and writing exercises.”224 The
to determine the student’s focus,
CASEL and other western proprogram supposedly allows teachers
moters of SEL (students should
to track student progress via “its
relaxation, fatigue, or stress.227
be “perseverant” and “resilient”
use of a sophisticated expert system
and have “awareness of one’s
that is continuously triggered by
own views and feelings,” etc.), this test is unlikely to remain
cues from each learner to deliver an optimally tailored expeconfined to the Middle East. Perhaps it will become tied to the
rience.”225 It isn’t clear what this jargon means, but this and
OECD personality test described at pp. 15–16.
other marketing information has helped educational gaming
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become a billion-dollar-plus industry in just a few years.226
Wearable devices are similarly intrusive and even more
Orwellian. A British company markets a device called FOCI,
which attaches to a student’s waistband and measures breathing patterns to determine the student’s focus, relaxation,
fatigue, or stress.227 A free ed-tech product called Algebra
Nation analyzes students’ keystrokes and clicks “to pinpoint
when children are feeling happy, bored, or engaged.”228 Like
the CASEL project in Nevada, Algebra Nation’s development
is being funded by an $8.9 million grant from the federal IES.
The 2013 “Grit report” from USED enthusiastically
endorsed measuring SEL by assessing physiological reactions
that a student exhibits to stimuli such as stress, anxiety, or
frustration. These reactions could be measured through posture analysis, skin-conductance sensors, EEG brain-wave
patterns, and eye-tracking. The report barely mentioned the
invasion of privacy this kind of physiological measurement
would entail; rather, it focused on the “problem” that this isn’t
practical for the classroom—yet.229
Parents were widely mocked for raising concerns after reading about these kinds of devices in the Grit report.230 But the
things parents consider troubling, proponents consider selling
points. One professor marketing similar software touted the
alleged advantages of these products in a 2016 advertisement,
masquerading as an op-ed in U.S. News and World Report:
Educational data mining offers more than the traditional
statistics used on typical, multiple-choice tests. These
high-fidelity data are in the form of log files from mouse
clicks within the digital learning environment. They
also measure and monitor things like students’ saccadic
eye patterns as students learn from visual and textual
information sources, data from sensors tracking facial
expressions and posture, and more. These data are all finegrained, reflecting students’ learning processes, knowledge,
affective states …. [emphasis added].231

within digital and blended-learning environments to
provide feedback to adapt learning tasks to personalized
needs. Measurement may also target the psychological
resources that contribute to and interact with perseverance:
academic mindsets, effortful control, and strategies and
tactics. 232
These technological SEL assessments raise a multitude of
concerns, ranging from the privacy protections for this highly sensitive data to the propriety of government’s “nudging”
individual students into its mold for an ideal citizen. These
problems are discussed in the following sections.

Harm to Students from SEL Evaluations
Eternal Life in the Data System
Students may suffer tangible harm from SEL assessments or
evaluations, even if such reports are accurate. If they are inaccurate or misleading, the damage can be enhanced.
Key to understanding the threat is understanding the
nature of modern statewide longitudinal data systems (SLDS).
Since 2002, the federal government has incentivized the
building of massive SLDS, so that pre-K through 12 student
data can be collected and tracked.233 Most recently, USED’s
Race to the Top program awarded over $4 billion to states that
agreed to certain federally approved education innovations,
including enhanced student-data systems.234
One justification offered for this data-grab and data-tracking is to enable teachers to look back throughout a student’s
school career to see the results of all his interactions with the
school system so far.235 If a student had a rough sixth-grade
year, perhaps with a disciplinary suspension, that difficulty
would be preserved in the SLDS for all subsequent teachers to
learn about. The SLDS is the end of the clean slate.
What kinds of data are stored in the SLDS? It’s only
slightly hyperbolic to say that whatever parents know about
their child, the SLDS probably knows it, too. A state’s SLDS
data dictionary may contain hundreds of data points, including race, ethnicity, income level, discipline records, grades and
test scores, disabilities, mental-health and medical history,
counseling records, and more.236 SEL data, including assessments and evaluations performed by whatever personnel are
designated to do so, would certainly be included in this cache.
Thus, any SEL information would endure at least throughout
the student’s pre-K through 12 career.
Even worse, that data would be easily sharable outside the
school itself, to postsecondary and other sectors. State SLDS
use Common Education Data Standards237 (CEDS) created
by the National Center for Education Statistics (an agency
located within USED and IES238). The point of CEDS is “to
streamline the exchange, comparison, and understanding
of data within and across P-20W [preschool through the
workforce] institutions and sectors.”239 Thus, SEL data in the

Another way of obtaining the government-desired measurement of SEL traits is to employ embedded assessments
that measure every keystroke
as a way of checking for eviThese technological
dence of grit, boredom, anxiSEL assessments raise a
ety, etc. The Grit report noted:
multitude of concerns,
New technologies using
ranging from the privacy
educational data mining
protections for this highly and “affective computing”
(the study and development
sensitive data to the
of systems and devices that
propriety of government’s can recognize, interpret, process, and simulate aspects of
“nudging” individual
human affect) are beginning
students into its mold
to focus on “micro-level”
for an ideal citizen.
moment-by-moment
data
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system could follow the student into postsecondary education
and even into the workforce or the military.
Moreover, federal law (primarily through “guidance” and
grants) encourages linking student data to that in other state
government agencies. Wealthy private foundations such as
the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation and
the Annie E. Casey Foundation have also donated millions
of dollars to enable such data linkages, in an effort to “yield
powerful insights that promote a more holistic understanding
of children's experiences.”240 The majority of states now share
education data with non-education agencies, such as departments of labor and human services. Obviously, the “insights”
gleaned from SEL data would be of particular interest in such
a situation.
Via the 2012 gutting of regulations under the federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA),241 this data
might also be disclosed to entities in other states or countries
and to unlimited researchers who are interested in the emotional makeup of children and adolescents. And under the
relaxed regulations, such disclosure of personally identifiable
information could occur without parental consent, or even
parental knowledge.242 This could also include sharing sensitive data without consent between the federal government
and international agencies (such as OECD as described at pp.
15–16), and between government and private entities.
SEL data could also be used and misused under a recently
enacted statute called
the
Foundations
for
Via the 2012 gutting of
Evidence-Based Policymaking Act (FEPA).243
regulations under the
Supposedly motivated by
federal Family Educational
the desire to sift data from
Rights and Privacy Act
multiple federal agencies
241
to analyze the effective(FERPA), this data might
ness of federal programs,
also be disclosed to entities
and despite an outpouring
in other states or countries
of citizen opposition244
and to unlimited researchers based on privacy concerns,
Congress passed and
who are interested in the
President Trump signed
FEPA to allow wideemotional makeup of
spread disclosure of citchildren and adolescents.
izen data among various
federal agencies.245 Under
this statute, any data submitted by citizens to any agency for
a particular purpose can be re-disclosed to other agencies for
other purposes not consented to by the citizen. Sensitive SEL
data held in federal education or research databases can now
be traded among agencies and researchers, unbeknownst and
unconsented to by students or their parents.
SEL proponents, such as the Commission and CASEL,
are greedy for SEL data. The Commission called for the use

of “data and evidence to build and strengthen partnerships
among research institutions, community organizations, and
schools”246—basically any place where children can be monitored.
Since the report called for “intentionally teach[ing] specific
skills and competencies and infus[ing] them in academic content and in all aspects of the school setting (recess, lunchroom,
hallways, extracurricular activities), not just in stand alone
programs or lessons,”247 data from all those realms will have
to be collected to justify program funding. As it turns out, an
education-technology company has already developed software to allow bus drivers, janitors, cafeteria workers, and other
staffers to monitor the emotional states of students in all areas
of school.248 So with this technology, the plague of amateur
psychoanalysis in schools will spread further.
While the Commission’s final report twice mentioned
protecting student privacy, it didn’t use the word “consent”
at all. Perhaps the Commission was concerned that requiring
parental consent might interfere with the envisioned “robust
data-sharing agreements between schools and their community partners.”249
The possibility—or probability—that this data will at some
point be hacked is significant. As revealed in two hearings of
the U.S. House Oversight and Government Reform Committee,250 USED has shown itself utterly incapable of protecting
student information. The same can be said of multiple other
federal agencies.251
When the student data is not simply the type stored in the
SLDS but takes the form of fine-grained data generated as
students interact with SEL software, the calculation becomes
even more troubling. For one thing, it’s not clear that such
“data exhaust” is even
an “education record”
The possibility—or
subject to FERPA’s
probability—that this data will
minimal protections.
at some point be hacked is
(The staggering number of up to ten million
significant. As revealed in two
data points collected
hearings of the U.S. House
per student per day
Oversight and Government
was described at p.
17. Another company
Reform Committee,250 USED
highlighted by the
has shown itself utterly
Philanthropy Roundtable boasts of collecting
incapable of protecting
100,000 data points per
student information.
student per hour.252)
For another, depending on state law, the data may belong to the corporate vendor
rather than the student or the school. It thus may find its way
to the great cloud-based data supermarket, where brokers buy
and sell reams of information to be combined with other data
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streams and used for purposes unimagined by innocent students and their families.253 The FBI is already issuing public
service announcements about the dangers to student and family data privacy related to education technology.254
Even worse, Chinese companies are buying up U.S.
companies that store enormous amounts of personal data on
American children and adults. For example:
Chinese gaming company NetDragon recently bought
Edmodo, a comprehensive digital platform used in thousands of U.S. classrooms to enable teachers and students
to “create groups, assign homework, schedule quizzes,
manage progress, and more.” Edmodo claims to have
data on more than 90 million users, and it is “tightly integrated” with Google Apps for Education and Microsoft
OneNote and Office.255

investment in SELS through departments of education will
generate a substantial return in the shape of productive human
capital.”257 Indeed, the OECD study will be spearheaded by
The Ohio State University’s Center for Human Resource
Research, which exists to “provide substantive analyses of
economic, social, and psychological aspects of individual labor
market behavior to examining [sic] the impact of government
programs and policies.”258 “The assessment of SELS is therefore to be undertaken through the logic of human resource
management and the analysis of labor market behaviours.”259
Marc Tucker’s dream of revamping all U.S. education for
workforce development is alive and well—and SEL is a key
component. Writing in support of the Trump administration’s
idea of merging the U.S. Departments of Education and
Labor,260 Anthony Carnevale, one of NCEE’s board members
at the time of the “Dear Hillary” letter,261 said that all students
should have “required career counseling that assesses individual
talents, interests, values and personality traits and ties each of
these to alternative occupational pathways.” Carnevale and other proponents of the corporate/government education and
workforce model (see below) argue that it’s the job of public
schools to assess “values and personality traits” and align them
to prospective career paths in the service to business.
As mentioned at p. 12, the final Commission report discussed the connection of SEL to Common Core. The document also repeatedly linked SEL to “career readiness” including discussion of the
The document also
Mindset Scholars Network that is developing
repeatedly linked SEL to
SEL curricula aligned to
“career readiness” including
“college- and career-ready
discussion of the Mindset
standards (i.e., Common
Core).”262 This standardScholars Network that is
ization of SEL templates
developing SEL curricula
and their alignment to
national Common Core
aligned to “college- and
standards—using “affeccareer ready standards
tive data mining” and
(i.e., Common Core).”262
“data tags” to inculcate
government-determined
“social, emotional, and academic knowledge and skills that
high school graduates need to be prepared for success in
school, the workforce, and life”263—is difficult to square with
the supposed intention “to calibrat[e] to each student’s and
school’s individual strengths and needs.”264 Standardization
and individualization don’t normally fit together.
As more states and nations emulate 1930s Europe in
having government collude with corporations for workforce
development,265 including pushing students into “career paths”
as early as 6th grade,266 it’s reasonable to ask how a student’s
SEL assessments might be used. Would they show “aptitude”—or lack of aptitude—for a particular endeavor, thus

The Federalist quoted William Carter, deputy director of the
Technology Policy Program at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies, about the difficulties of protecting privacy when foreign companies are involved:
Carter “acknowledge[d] that enforcing privacy regulations domestically has been a struggle, and might even be
more difficult with companies that don’t have a physical
U.S. presence.” He told EdSurge: “It is not just an edtech,
U.S. or China question, but the lack of transparency in
the data that is being gathered by online platforms and
the way that is used, makes it really hard to bring an
enforcement action for privacy violations.”256
It’s beyond the scope of this paper to examine all the
(increasing) gaps in the privacy and security of student data.
The bottom line is that any data, SEL or otherwise, included
in an SLDS or in the custody of corporate vendors is likely to
remain there potenThe bottom line is that any data, tially forever and
might be disclosed
SEL or otherwise, included in
to all manner of
other entities with
an SLDS or in the custody of
their own agendas
corporate vendors is likely to
and often without
remain there potentially forever
consent.
The
unique
and might be disclosed to all
nature of SEL data
manner of other entities with
raises
troubling
questions about its
their own agendas and often
potential uses in
without consent.
a managed economy. The goal of
using SEL for workforce development is made clear in the
OECD study discussed at pp. 15–16. “[T]he OECD makes
a strong argument to governments that its assessment of
socio-emotional skills can produce indicators of socio-emotional outcomes. As such, it makes the case that government
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helping channel him in a particular direction to the exclusion
of other careers? The goal in such a system shifts from promoting the individual liberty of the student to promoting the good
of corporations and the managed economy.

apparently saw nothing wrong with doing so. Instead, Pearson
saw only “the possibility of leveraging commercial educational
software for new research into the emerging science around
students’ attitudes, beliefs, and ways of thinking about themselves.” If this is happening with college students, even more
ethical issues arise with younger children in K–12 who are less
Other Philosophical and Ethical Problems with SEL
likely to recognize and resist manipulation.269
“[T]he protection afforded to thoughts, sentiments, and emotions…
These problems are necessarily present even with respect to
is merely an instance of the enforcement of the more general right of
accurate
SEL data. But the ethical implications are especially
the individual to be let alone.”
troubling when the evaluations are incorrect or misleading.
– Louis Brandeis and Samuel Warren, “The Right to Privacy,”
Clinical psychologist Dr. Gary Thompson emphasizes that
Harvard Law Review, 1890
allowing inadequately trained, even if well intentioned, people
to evaluate students’ “attributes,” “dispositions,” “social skills,”
It’s clear, then, that for many “stakeholders,” the goal of
“attitudes,” and “intra-personal resources” can be dangerous for
SEL isn’t to improve human happiness and well-being, or even
the children who may be improperly labeled.270 According to
genuine academic achievement, but rather to create the kind of
Thompson, “even a casual review of a ‘comprehensive evaluation’
workers that government and corporations believe beneficial
would clearly show that the level of information provided about
to the economy or to the government’s conception of an ideal
a particular child is both highly sensitive and extremely personal
society. If a child’s personality is deemed “deficient” in this
in nature.” That such data could be generated by inadequately
respect, it must be remolded to fit the economic requirements.
trained personnel is sobering—especially when it’s preserved
The Grit report is only one USED
in databanks that, as we’ve seen, may
analysis that blatantly advocated and
be shared among “stakeholders” such as
celebrated this possibility. The folClinical psychologist Dr. Gary
higher-education institutions, employlow-up to the Grit report by USED’s
ers, and other government agencies such
Thompson emphasizes that
Office of Educational Technology is
as law enforcement.
called Expanding Evidence: Approaches
allowing inadequately trained,
The potential harm has increased
for Learning in a Digital World. This
in the wake of alarm over recent school
even
if
well
intentioned,
people
report about “affective” data collecThese crimes have prompted
to evaluate students’ “attributes,” shootings.
tion and intervention—despite a lack
a flood of calls for more “mental health”
of evidence that mindset interven“dispositions,” “social skills,”
services in schools so potentially dantion is effective, and ignoring ethical
gerous students can be identified and
“attitudes,” and “intra-personal
concerns—described how “machine
treated. But the hastily drafted laws
learning techniques were used to
resources” can be dangerous
and policies in Florida,271 Texas,272 and
discover how combinations of these
other states implementing this type of
for the children who may be
online learning behaviors and sen“mental health first aid”—which could
270
improperly labeled.
sor data related to student attitudes
be dubbed SEL on steroids—could
toward learning….”267 And the report
have serious unintended consequences.
endorsed use of SEL technology to
If teachers and other minimally trained school staff are
modify behavior, similar to what is being done via PBIS, disunqualified to recognize and modify students’ emotional
cussed at p. 14. It touted technology that creates a “feedback
states, they are even less capable of assessing students’ menloop for classroom behavior,” a type of digital cattle prod a
tal health. These staff would of necessity receive only a few
teacher can use to “nudge” children in a particular direction.268
hours’ training to recognize the signs of mental illness—when
The implications of such a system for behaviors beyond the
mental-health professionals trained for years admit they canclassroom—perhaps in the workforce or political realm—are
not accurately predict which patients, even those who have
obvious.
already undergone a full, formal mental-health evaluation,
Furthermore, the developing mindset among many govwill become violent.
ernment and private entities (such as the Aspen Commission)
A psychologist involved in violence-prediction research
is that this type of research and intervention is so valuable and
cautioned, “There is no instrument that is specifically useful
effective that it should be done even without obtaining conor validated for identifying potential school shooters or mass
sent from the subjects (students) or their parents. Publishing
murderers.”273 Another warned that doing so would endanger
giant Pearson and a number of colleges performed this type of
both public safety and civil liberties.274 Many experts rejected
mindset intervention on college students without consent and
the idea of expanded school mental-health screening after the
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horrific Sandy Hook shooting. A psychiatrist who extensively
studied the Sandy Hook shooter said after the Parkland massacre, “But unfortunately, it’s impossible for any of us to predict
who is going to go from being troubled and isolated to actually
harming others…. It really means we can’t rely on prediction
and identifying the bad guys. Because we’ll misidentify some
who aren’t bad guys, and we’ll fail to identify others who may
become bad guys.”275
And of course, an erroneous assessment—labeling a quirky
but harmless student a potential threat—could languish in his
longitudinal data records, and perhaps even in law-enforcement files, forever.
The expansion of SEL and mental screening also implicates issues of political correctness and freedom of conscience.
For instance, after the Parkland shooting, a Louisiana student
was labeled potentially violent and had his home searched by
law enforcement merely for commenting in a classroom that
the mathematical square root
symbol looked like a gun.276
The expansion of SEL
A high-school student who
and mental screening
completed an assignment
arguing against gun control
also implicates issues of
was reportedly suspended
political correctness and
and forced to undergo menfreedom of conscience.
tal screening when school
officials found his assigned
277
video on a thumb drive. And during research on diagnoses
considered for inclusion in the most recent edition of psychiatry’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, prisoners in the
California prison system were “treated” with anti-psychotics,
Soviet-style, for “extreme racism” and other perceived prejudices that were considered delusional disorders.278
Neither such examples of political correctness run amok,
nor the push towards personality manipulation in CBE, dissuades some SEL enthusiasts from promoting inclusion of
SEL (non-cognitive) parameters on high-school transcripts.
In fact, there is a national effort underway to do just that.
The Mastery Transcript Consortium (MTC) laments that
the traditional high-school transcript is “broken,” because it
“ignores non-cognitive skills, also known as character traits”
and “focuses on the acquisition of information instead of the
making of meaning”279 (in other words, mindsets are more
important than academic knowledge).
To foment such a “revolution,” MTC is attempting to develop a new transcript that “reflects the unique skills, strengths,
and interests of each learner.”280 An example transcript on the
consortium website contains numerous SEL traits, such as
“collaborate in groups,” “self-directed learning,” and “leveraging diversity.”281 And despite a perfunctory denial that such
SEL assessments would be standardized across schools, MTC
admits that to foster efficacy with college admissions officers,
“the transcript format has to be reasonably consistent across

MTC schools.”282
The MTC project raises the specter of rating students on
their personalities and characters according to some institutionally created and standardized scale, with the ratings used
to affect real-world outcomes such as college admissions. In a
free society that supposedly values individual liberty and genuine diversity, such assessment and sorting of students should
be anathema.
Another obvious concern with too-often amateur implementation of SEL is mislabeling children with a psychological
condition that needs treatment. A normal, active boy who has
trouble sitting still and remaining on task might be labeled
ADHD and recommended for medication. Indeed, this type
of school-based over-labeling and -medicating was a recognized problem long before SEL became prevalent283; dragooning teachers and other personnel into performing off-the-cuff
psychological evaluations can only exacerbate the situation.
The problem of labeling and medicating children for
perceived psychological conditions has reached extremes in
certain situations. For example, because of behavioral issues
at school (disciplinary, though not criminal, problems), a
Texas middle-school student was forcibly committed to a
mental-health facility and administered a total of 12 psychotropic drugs—all against her parents’ will.284 A Detroit
mother fought a five-year legal battle against a state agency
that insisted on removing her daughter from the home and
administering to her a psychotropic drug that caused serious
side effects.285
Such side effects are not isolated, but rather are widespread
and much more dangerous in children due to rapid and extensive brain growth. Dr. Mark Olfson, scientific director of the
previously discussed TeenScreen program, which ceased operations as a national program in 2012, testified to the federal
School Safety Commission in July 2018 about the over-prescription and serious side
effects of such medicaGiven these and potentially
tion. 286 Olfson noted “the
other deadly complications,
overall increase in youth
psychotropic medication
schools should tread
use occurring among
carefully in implementing
those with less severe or
no impairment” (perhaps,
any programs that might
though he doesn’t admit it,
result in more students’
because TeenScreen and
being placed on such drugs.
similar instruments for
which he advocates actually encourage this increase by referring mentally healthy adolescents for psychiatric treatment, with as many as 90 percent
in one survey receiving a psychotropic drug prescription).287
In addition to “the uncertainty over the long-term effects of
these drugs on the developing brain,” side effects mentioned
by Olfson included “weight gain, high cholesterol levels and
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increased risk of diabetes.”288 He didn’t mention others that
best self ” or more mundane labels like “learning to get
have been observed, such as brain damage, movement disoralong with others” or even just “growing up.” Teachers,
289
ders, shortened life span, and even suicide. Given these and
because they are the non-parental adults who spend the
potentially other deadly complications, schools should tread
most time with children, have always been instrumental
carefully in implementing any programs that might result in
in this process. And it has always been bad for the society
more students’ being placed on such drugs.
and the culture as a whole when some folks fail to grow
Obviously, most SEL evaluations in schools won’t lead
up into healthy, functioning human beings… And educato such dire situations. Even so, consider a more mundane
tion reform, under the guidance of technocrats and data
problem: that the known high rates of false positives for SEL
worshippers, has pushed us steadily away from the social
assessment and mental screening result in wasting already
and emotional dimensions that are a critical part of the
scarce educational resources. Even the liberal San Francisco
growth and development of every young human…
school district rejected TeenScreen for that very reason.290 But
especially as political and education officials ramp up calls for
…At its worst, we are talking about crafting human
more SEL and more mental-health screenings in response to
beings to order and harvesting both them and their data
291
school shootings and student suicides, the opportunities for
in the service of those with power. We are talking about
such abuses will increase.
pushing them to be the people that someone else thinks
Beyond the harm resulting from mistaken diagnoses, eduthey should be. This is not just bad policy, inappropriate
cation commentators have focused
pedagogy, or culturally toxic—this
on other philosophical objections to
is evil.294
Greene’s
warning
about
molding
SEL. For example, political science
professor Nicholas Tampio said of
Greene’s warning about moldstudents’ personalities via SEL
the “grit” concept:
ing students’ personalities via SEL
and data mining recalls the views
Democracy requires active
and data mining recalls the views
expressed by behavioral eugenicist
citizens who think for themexpressed by behavioral eugenicist
selves and, often enough,
Paul Popenoe of the American
Paul Popenoe... who wrote in 1926,
challenge authority. ConsidEugenics Society and editor of
“The
educational
system
should
be
a
er, for example, what kind
the Journal of Heredity, who wrote
of people participated in the
sieve through which all the children of in 1926, “The educational system
Boston Tea Party, the Seneca
should be a sieve through which
the country are passed.”295
Falls Convention, the March
all the children of the country are
on Washington, or the prespassed.”295 If SEL evaluation and
ent-day test-refusal movement. In each of these cases,
categorization become part of that sieve, the heirs to Thornordinary people demand a say in how they are governed.
dyke’s enthusiasm for behavioral modification can more easily
[Angela] Duckworth celebrates educational models such
achieve the goal of channeling formerly free individuals into
as Beast at West Point that weed out people who don’t
pre-ordained paths.
obey orders. That is a disastrous model for education
These ideas, of course, contrast directly with those that
in a democracy. US schools ought to protect dreamers,
fueled the American founding. Along with others of that era
inventors, rebels and entrepreneurs — not crush them in
who fought to secure freedom of conscience and allow people
292
the name of grit.
to pursue their choice of destiny, Samuel Adams envisioned
the new United States as a refuge for those seeking genuine
Clinical psychologist Dr. Megan O’Bryan also expressed
liberty:
concern about pushing “grit” on children: “What happens
Driven from every other corner of the earth, freedom
when you tell the child who is already too hard on himself
of thought and the right of private judgment in matters
to ‘show more grit’?”293 Viewed in this light, the dangers of
of conscience direct [new Americans]… to this happy
amateur psychological interventions become more apparent.
country as their last asylum. 296
Former teacher Peter Greene noted the potential benefits
but also the great potential harm of SEL:
Unless we stand against this tyranny of the mind as the
At its best… SEL is essential. It is important. It has always
worst potential outcome of the SEL movement, our country
been with us under flowery descriptors like “learning
will devolve into one Adams wouldn’t recognize, and our chilhow to be fully human in the world” or “becoming your
dren will be sacrificed to achieve the transformation.
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Conclusions
performance298 among fatherless children. Hundreds, if not
thousands, of studies have shown the correlation between
fatherlessness and these types of problems affecting children
and youth, 299 yet SEL
proponents,
routinely
Finally, because the
ignore this research.300
government and its schools
Finally,
because
should exercise a degree of
the government and its
schools should exercise a
humility about what they
degree of humility about
can reasonably accomplish...
what they can reasonschools should return to their
ably accomplish (not to
mention whether their
roots: instilling traditional
attempts at social engiacademic knowledge.
neering could actually
exacerbate these problems
by further usurping parental roles), schools should return to
their roots: instilling traditional academic knowledge. Public
schools can thus avoid teaching sterile aphorisms unmoored
from any enduring moral or ethical foundations in an increasingly secular world brought about by delving into the vague
term “values.” Teaching a student to accomplish something
academically based on timeless books and disciplines will do
wonders for his social-emotional welfare.
Former teacher Niki Hayes301 proffers the radical suggestion of improving students’ social-emotional makeup by
instilling high academic expectations:
There are special people in education who are marvelous
at renaming old programs that didn’t work. They make a
name for themselves and make money to boot. Growth
Mindset is Self-Esteem 2.0. We learned from that theory the biggest holders of positive self-esteem were gang
members.

This paper has highlighted the following problems with SEL:
1. No expert consensus on the definition of SEL;
2. Contradictory or poor-quality research underlying its
efficacy;
3. Mixed or negative research about the supposed benefits
with respect to academic achievement, reduced suicide,
etc.;
4. Infusion of SEL into Common Core, resulting in
psychologically manipulative standards rather than the
promised clear, rigorous academic math and English
standards;
5. Linking of SEL to violence and suicide prevention via
mental-health screening, which can lead to improper
diagnosis and over-treatment with potentially harmful
medications;
6. Use of SEL and accompanying personality profiling
in competency-based education/personalized learning
to influence students’ post-secondary plans based on
government- and business-determined needs, instead of
the aspirations and desires of students and their families;
7. Erosion of student data privacy by collection of highly
sensitive social-emotional information, in many cases
without consent, and resulting in non-consensual exposure
of such data to either authorized or unauthorized third
parties;
8. Possibility of indoctrination and erosion of freedom of
conscience via government-established SEL norms for the
attitudes, values, and beliefs of freeborn American citizens.

Recommendations
Based on these concerns, we submit several recommendations:
First, cease expansion of SEL standards, programs, assessments, and data collection, via repeal of federal statutory
language and taxpayer
funding that encourage
First, cease expansion of
such activities (along with
SEL standards, programs,
encouragement of states to
do the same).
assessments, and data
Second, because no
collection, via repeal of
government, foundation,
federal statutory language
or corporate program can
substitute for the love
and taxpayer funding that
and nurture of families,
encourage such activities
SEL programs should
(along with encouragement be replaced with policies
that encourage two-parof states to do the same).
ent family formation.
This would drastically
reduce the tragically high rates of student behavior problems,
gun use, delinquency, imprisonment,297 and poor academic

As someone who spent 19 of my 28 years in public education with “high risk” students, many of them gang
wannabees, and many who figured out I was meaner than
they were (which meant I had “self-esteem”), they actually discovered they could learn real math. That success was
motivation to risk even more learning. THAT showed
the foundation of emotional growth: doing honest, proficient work that transcends your circumstances and shows
you’re not stupid or a dummy after all.
Focusing on academics rather than on pop psychology would be a good first step toward cultivating genuine
social-emotional health and all the benefits that flow from it.
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